
















CITY OF BERLIN, N. H.
FOR THE
YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, 1900,
TOGETHER WITH OTHER ANNUAL REPORTS AND












Elected annually in March by the people. Salary $200 per annum.
CITY COUNCIL.
One Councilman elected annually for term of three years by the
voters of each ward. No salary.
Ward 1—J. M. LAVIN.
" 1—J.' F. BELL.
" 1—C. S. CLARKE.
Ward 2—D. T. LEFEBVRE.
" 2—E. A. STEADY.
" 2—F. L. WILSON.
Ward 3—J. B. PAUQUETTE.
" 3—JAMES L. BEATTIE.
" 3—H. C. JOHNSON.
CITY CLERK.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $200 per annum with
fees as provided by law. Also Clerk of City Council.
WM. W. BURLINGAME,
Office, 52 Main St.
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE CITY COUNCIL.
Accounts and Claims—Councilmen Clarke, Lavin and Johnson.
Engrosse Ordinances—Councilmen Steady, Pauquette and Beattie.
Elections and Returns—Councilmen Lavin, Wilson and Pauquette.
Fire Department—Councilmen Johnson, Bell and Wilson.
Finance—The Mayor, Councilmen Bell, Pauquette and Steady.
Public Buildings—Councilmen Wilson, Lefebvre and Pauquette.
Public Instruction—Councilmen Steady, Wilson and Clarke.
Police and Electric Lights—Councilmen Clarke, Lavin and Pau-
quette.
Printing—Councilmen Pauquette, Lefebvre and Johnson
Roads and Bridges—Councilmen Lavin, Wilson and Clarke.
Sewers and Water—Councilmen Clarke, Wilson and Lavin.
Salaries—Councilmen Pauquette, Bell and Johnson.
CITY TREASURER.
ALBERT H. EASTMAN.
Elected annually by the City Council, Salary $50 per annum.
Office: Berlin National Bank.
CITY AUDITOR.
NATHANIEL G. CRAM.
Elected annually by the City Council, Salary #50 per annum.
CITY ENGINEER.
CHARLES B. GIFFORD.




Elected annually by the City Council,
Office, Clement Block.
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COLLECTOR OF TBXES.
JOSEPH E. GONYA.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $600. per annum.
Office, Wight Block. Green St.
CITY SOLICITOR.
WILLIAM H. PAINE.
Elected annually by the City Ccuncil. Salary $400. per annum
Office, National Bank Block.
CITY PHYSICIAN.
A. LAVALLEE, M. D.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary #250. per annum
Office and Residence: Pleasant Street.
BOARD OF ASSESSORS.
Elected annually by the City Council, one from each ward. Salary
$75. per annum.
Ward i, Moses Hodgdon.
" 2, Winborn A. Boothby.
3, John C. West.
City Clerk's Offioe, second and fourth Tuesday of each month.
STREET COMMISSIONER.
JEREMIAH COFFEY.




Elected annually by the City Council." Salary #75. per annum.
Residence Western Avenue.
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OVERSEER OF THE POOR.
A. B. FORBUSH.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary #100. per annum.
Office: Forbush's Jewelry Store, No. 50 Main Street.
BOARD OF HEALTH.





Residence: Main Street, Berlin Mills.
FRANK BROWN.
Residence: Main Street, Berlin Mills.
DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOLS.
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
Salary $100. per annum for Chairman: $50. per annum for other
members.
COEUMBUS P. KIMBALL, Chairman.
DR. H. WARREN JOHNSON.
DR. J. J. COBB.
PRINCIPAL OF HIGH SCHOOL.
Salary, $1,000 per year.
H. G. DIBBLE.
Residence: Emery Street.




Elected for three years, one each year, by the City Council.





















Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $2.00
per day for
actual service.
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SPECIAL POLICE OFFICERS.
ALBERT F. HOLMES, JAMES MALONEY,
PETER GOULETTE, F. X. McHALE.
EUGENE BEAN, THOMAS W. MAGUIRE,
CHRISTIAN CHRISTIANSON, STEPHEN MALONEY,
CALEB WIGHT, GEORGE NADEAU,
RUEL McGOWN, FRANK C. STONE,
J. HOWARD WIGHT, LOUIS RODERICK,
ALEX McEACHEN, W. H. SANBORN,
JAMES McCAFFERY, FRED R. RONCOE.





















Elected annually by the City Council. Salary, $100. per year.
Second Assistant Engineer.
FRED R. OLESON.




" 2—R. N. CHAMBERLIN.
" 3—F. D. BARTLETT.
Elected bi-ennially by the people.
Ward Clerks.
Ward i—HARRY L. MARSTON.
" 2—WILLIAM W. BURLINGAME.
" 3—W. J. OLESON.
Elected annually by the people.
Supervisors of the Check Lists.










Delivered by the Mayor. Hon. John B. Noye&
t
March 27, 1899
Gentlemen of the City Council:—
We are met together on this the beginning of a new year in
the history of the municipal affairs of our city to organize a new
city government and to take upon ourselves the responsibilities of
our several duties, and I submit to you a brief review of the
condition of the different departments of the city as appears from
the annual reports, to which I ask your careful consideration.
There are many matters of importance that we shall be called
upon to consider, and first let us consider the condition of our
Finances.
The town report, dated February 15th, 1897, shows the net in-
debtedness at that time to have been $90,588.39. The city report,
dated February 15, 1899, shows a net debt of $130,315.63, an increase
for the first two years of our city government amounting to
$39,727.24. The valuation for the year I898, as shown by the
assessors' books, amounted to the sum of $2,605,941.25. The ap-
propriations, or amounts raised by taxation, were $63,845.56; the
tax rate $2.45 on each one hundred dollars. This amount, as appears
by the annual report dated February 15th, 1899, failed to meet the
expenditures for the fiscal year, showing a deficit of •117,946.88, and
we are confronted with the problem whether we shall increase our
taxation or reduce our expenditures so as to keep within our income
and not increase our indebtedness. The retiring finance committee
having failed to prepare, as required by section 13 of our city
ordinances, an estimate of the amount of money necessary to be raised
for the ensuing financial year, you will haye to rely on your own
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good judgment in making the appropriations for the several depart-
ments, and I ask you to exercise the most careful consideration in
the matter. Elected as we are to transact the city's business, we
should practice the strictest economy, consistent with the proper
management of the different departments of the city remembering
that an increase of taxation falls heavily on a large proportion of
our fellow citizens.
Schools.
The Board of Education report that the general condition of
our schools was never better than at the present time. The Marston
school, a new four room buiding which has been erected the past
year, is of sufficient capacity to accommodate 200 pupils, and is said
to be one of the best appointed in the city. It is not to be expected
that we shall be called upon to build any new school-houses this year,
and with the exception of repairs to the high school and the school
building located on the west side of the Grand Trunk railroad, we are
not likely to be called upon for expenditures on school buildings.
In our appropriations for school purposes we should be as generous
as we can, bearing in mind that our schools are never too good, and
by some are said to be not good enough.
Streets.
In the absence of an estimate from the retiring finance com-
mittee, and judging by the amount of money expended in the street
department the past year, as shown by the treasurer's report, one
would be led to believe that our streets must be in good condition.
The amount of money expended on streets, as shown by the dis-
bursements of the city treasurer, was $12,037.59, plus-*6oo. the salary
of the street commissioner, making a total af $12,637.59. Of this
amount it appears that the sum of $328.60 only was expended on
new streets. I am informed that there are a number of petitions on
file asking for new streets, and on which some action will have to
be taken in the near future.
Sewers.
Our sewerage system was extended to a considerable extent the
past year, but in all probability we shall be called upon for an ex.
tension of sewers in the vicinity of the school house on the west
side of the Grand Trunk railroad and also on the east side of the
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river and other places. I understand that the petition for a sewer
in the vicinity of the school house has passed its third reading in
the council and is waiting the signature of the mayor.
Fire Department.
Our fire department has been kept up to its standard, and I
think you will agree with me in saying that our firemen and the
department are as efficient as can be found in any city of the size of
ours, and I recommend that an appropriation be made to defray the
cost of finishing Hose House No. i , and also to remodel Hose House
No. 2, as recommended in the report of the shief engineer of the fire
department.
Sanitary Department.
Our Board of Health, or sanitary department, is one that should
not be overlooked, and I am pleased to say that good progress has
been made in the past year, although there is much that remains to
be done, and in the efforts of the officers ^to clean up our city and
protect it from contagious diseases they should receive our hearty
co-operation.
Police Department.
The report of the City Marshal states that the expenses of the
police department for the past year, have been quite heavy, and
among other causes of expense that owing to the serious illness of
the City Solicitor it became necessary to employ other counsel. In
looking over the report I do not find any sums charged to the police
department for the services of the city solicitor or other counsel.
In the annual report, under the heading of salaries, on pages 102 to
107 inclusive, are to be found items belonging to the police depart-
ment amounting to $4,807.16, and on pages 125 to 132 inclusive,
under the heading of miscellaneous, are to be found items amount-
ing to $1,047. 18. These items, together with the salary of the police
judge, amount to the sum of $6, 254.34. These several items should
have been entered on the books under the head of police department,
so as to enable anyone to find out the actual expense of the depart-
mant at all times. It is to be expected that in the future an account
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will be opened with not only this but all other departments that
have been omitted.
Assessors.
It will be your duty to appoint three assessors, one from each
ward, and too much care cannot be exercised in their selection, as
they are among the most important officers in the city. They
should be men of good judgment and business ability, having a
knowledge of real estate and other property, and possessed of
sufficient stamina to enable them to stand up to their convictions
under all circumstances.
In conclusion, gentlemen, I ask you to co-operate with me in
whatever may appear to be for the best interests of our city, bearing
in mind at all times that honesty and integrity are the fundamental
principles which should guide us in the performance of our duty.
We should in nowise evade theresp nsil ilities of the dutie w e have
this daj- assumed, but we should take up the work with earnestness,
profiting by the wisdom of our predecessors, and doing the best we
can to avoid errors. By so doing we shall be able to give to the city
a clean, economical, business-like administration.
I wish at this time to express my appreciatin of the confidence
which the citizens of Berlin have shown by electing me to the high-
est executive office in their gift, and it is my desire, with your as-
sistance, to so conduct the affairs of our city, that their confidence
may never be shaken. May we ever act for the best interest of the
city, remembering always that whatever honor we gain is measured
only by the honor v .e bring to the discharge of our duties.
Ofdmances*
An Ordinance in relation to general provisions of the City of
Berlin.
Be it ordained by the City Council ofthe City of Berlin as
follows:
Section i. All by-laws passed by the City Council shall be
termed ordinances, and the enacting style which shall be but once
recited in each ordinance shall be: "Be it ordained by the City
Council of the City of Berlin as follows:"
Section 2. W\ ordinances which shall be passed by the City
Council of the City of Berlin shall be endorsed and recorded by the
city clerk in a fair and legible hand, without interlineation or
erasure, and in the order in which they shall be passed, in a book
to be kept for that purpose, made of strong linen paper, strongly
bound, with a proper margin and index, and to be lettered,
"Record of Ordinances of the City of Berlin," which book shall be
preserved in the office of the City Clerk subject to the inspection of
the citizens of said city.
Section 3. All ordinances of the City Council, and such resolu-
tions and orders as the City Council may direct, shall be published
in one or more newspapers printed and published in the city as the
city Council shall from time to time designate.
Section 4. It shall be the duty of the City Clerk to preserve
four copies of the ordinances and resolutions hereafter adopted by
the City Council by cutting the same from the newspapers in which
they are printed from time to time, and pasting them into blank
leaves of the revised ordinances, preserving the numbers thereof
and making reference thereto in the index of said ordinances, as
recorded in the city records, one copy thereof for the use of the
Mayor, another copy for the use of the Council, the third thereof
for the use of the City Clerk's 'office, and the fourth copy thereof
for the use of the City Solicitor.
Section 5. First. The repeal of an ordinance shall uot revive
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any ordinance in force before, or at the time the ordinance repealed
took effect.
Second. The repeal of an ordinance shall not affect any pun-
ishment or penalty incurred before the repeal took effect, or any
suit, prosecution or preeeeding, pending at the time of the repeal,
for an offence committed under the ordinance repealed.
City Seal.
Skction i. The seal of the city shall be circular in form.
Finances and Accountability for Expenditures.
Section i. There shall be appointed at the commencement of
each municipal year a standing committee on accounts and claims
to consist of three members of the City Cnuncil, which committee
shall meet at least once in each month and carefully examine and
audit all claims and accounts against the city which shall be laid
before them, approved as shall be provided in the following section,
and shall allow and pass the same if found to be correct and justly
due.
Section 2. No account or claim against the city except judg-
ments of judicial courts shall be received or acted upon bv the
committee on accounts and claims unless such account or claim
shall be accompanied with the approval of the officer, committee
or agent authorized in behalf of the city, to make the contract or
cause the expenditure to be- made.
Section 3. The city clerk shall receive all accounts and
claims from persons having claims against the city which shall have
been approved as provided in the foregoing section.
He shall carefully examine all such accounts and claims and
see that they are correctly cast, and present the same, folded, filed
and numbered, to the committee on accounts and claims.
He shall keep a book in such form and manner as the committee
shall direct, wherein he shall enter the date and amount of every
account and claim against the city as finally corrected and allowed
by said committee, and also the name of the person to whom the
same has been allowed designating the fund of appropriation from
.which the same shall be paid.
Section 4. The city clerk shall also, under the direction of
the committee on accounts and claims, keep a book or ledger in
which he shall enter the various appropriations made by the city
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council, each under its appropriate head, and charge to each the
different payments and expenditures which shall from time to time
be made therefrom. Whenever an appropriation shall be expend-
ed the city clerk shall give notice to the Mayor, the city coun-
cil and to said committee on accounts and claims, and said com
mittee shall pass no claim or account chargeable to any appropri-
ation which has been expended until the city council shall have
provided the means of paying the same. The city clerk shall
open an account with the city Treasurer, charging him with the
amount of loans to the city and all sums of money paid to him on
behalf of said city, by the collector or other officer or agent of the
city, or by any person in any way indebted to the city, and also
with all notes, bonds, mortgages or other securities in the hands of
the Treasurer, or which may pass into his hands, belonging to the
city, to the end that the amount and value thereof may at an}' time
be seen on his books.
Section 5. No money shall be drawn out of the city treasury
except upon the written order of the Mayor, addressed to the
Treasurer, and countersigned by the city clerk, and numbered so
as to correspond with the account or claim it shall be drawn to
pay; and no account or claim against the city, arising from any
contract or agreement for labor, or for the purchase or sale of any
goods, wares, or meichaudise in which any member of the city
council, or any officer or agent appointed by the city council, or
either branch thereof, has been directly or indirectly interested in
a private capacity, shall be approved by the committee, nor shall
any order therefor be drawn upon or paid by the city Treasurer
unless such contract or agreement shall have been authorized or
ratified by the city council; but such restriction shall not be
construed to prevent the purchase of ordinary supplies from mem-
bers of the city council who may be engaged in trade, nor the
employment of the members of the city council in their ordinary
vocation, by duly authorized heads of departments; and no ac-
count or claim for the hire of horses or carriages, or for any other
thing where the credit of the city has been used, shall be allowed
unless incurred by the authority of the city council, or with the
approval of the Mayor, nor unless proper vouchers therefor shall
be presented by the person incurring the debt.
Section 6. In all bills against the city which shall be pre-
sented for payment each item shall be specifically set forth, and
no claim exceeding ten dollars in amount shall be allowed and
paid unless approved by the city council. The Mayor is hereby
authorized to draw orders on the Treasurer for the payment of all
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accounts and claims allowed, as provided in this chapter, but he
shall not draw an order in payment of any services rendered or any
material furnished for any department beyond the sum specially
appropriated therefor by the city council.
Section 7. Any sum of money which shall have been especial
ly appropriated for the payment of principal or interest due on
any note or other security of the city, or for the state and county
taxes, may be drawn from the treasury and paid to the order of
the Mayor, for the purpose for which it was appropriated, without
any action on the part of the committee on accounts and claims;
and whenever it shall be necessary to pa}' money in advance on
contracts made, or for work begun but not completed, the Mayor,
upon being satisfied of such necessity, may draw his order upon
the Treasurer for a sum not exceeding $500 at any one time, taking
security for the same.
Section 8. Whenever any money shall be drawn from the
treasury for the purposes specified in the preceeding section the
city clerk shall report the same and the amount thereof to the
committee on accounts and claims at their next meeting, and
shall charge the same under the appropriate head of expenditures.
Section 9. All city officers who shall in their official capacity
receive any money on behalf of the city, shall pay the Treasurer
the amount in their hands, once in three months, or oftener if
required. All other persons who shall at any time have money in
their hands belonging to the city shall forthwith pay the same to
the Treasurer.
Section 10. In all cases of the payment of money to the city
treasurer he shall give his receipt to the person giving the same,
which receipt shall be delivered to the city clerk and filed in his
office, and the city clerk shall give to the person paying a certifi-
cate as evidence of such .payment.
All city officers and agents receiving money in behalf of said
city shall deliver to the City Clerk, once in three months, a report
of the amount received, and what disposition has been made
thereof, except in cases otherwise provided.
Section ii. The CityTreasurer shall keep in a book provided
a true account of all his receipts and payments for the city making
the same conform in mode of entry as near as may be with the
accounts kept by the City Clerk.
He shall not pay any money out of the treasury except upon
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orders of the Mayor drawn in the form prescribed in the fifth
section. He shall at the end of each six months certify to the
City Clerk all amounts by him paid for maturing bonds, interest,
state or county taxes, or any other purpose for which he has not
received an order countersigned by the City Clerk, and the City
Clerk shall enter each of said amounts in the ledger under its
appropriate head as provided in section four.
He shall, when required, lay before the City Council a state-
ment of the condition of the treasury and of all money-, received and
paid by him on city account. Whenever he is authorized by the
city council to borrow money on the credit of the city, all r.otes
and certificates of indebtedness given therefor shall be signed by
the mayor and the city Treasurer, and countersigned by the city
clerk, and all such notes and certificates shall be registered in
book's kept for that purpose in the offices of the city treasurer and
city clerk respectively. Such registers should describe such notes
and certificate by number, date and amount, the name of the
person to whom payable, where payable, and the rate of interest,
and the date of ordinance or resolution authorizing the same.
Section 12. There shall be appointed at the commencement
of each municipal year a committee on finance, consisting of the
mayor and two members of the council, which committee shall
negotiate all loans to the city which shall be authorized by the
city council, and shall report the same to the city treasurer.
Section 13. The committee on finance shall at the close of
each financial year prepare and lay before the city council an
estimate of the amount of money necessary to be raised for the
ensuing financial year, under the various heads of appropriations,
and the ways and means of raising the same, and shall also at the
close of each financial year prepare and lay before the council a
statement of all the receipts and expenditures of the preceding
financial year, and in detail the amount of appropriation and ex-
penditure for each department; and said committee on finance at
the close of each financial year, and before making their annual
report of receipts and expenditures, are hereby authorized to
transfer from any unexpended balances of appropriations so much
thereof as shall be required to supply such deficiences as have
been created by the necessary overdrawing of the other appropria-
tions of the same financial year, and said statement shall be ac-
companied with a schedule of the property, real and personal.
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belonging to the city, and the value thereof and the amount of the
city debt.
Section 14. The committee on finance shall at the close of
'each financial year, and as much oftener as they shall deem it ex-
pedient, examine and audit the accounts of the city treasurer, and
for that pupose shall have access to all the books and vouchers in
possession of the city clerk or any other officer of the city. Said
committee shall not only compare said accounts with the vouchers
thereof, but shall ascertain whether all moneys due the city have
been collected and accounted for. They shall also examine all
bonds, notes and securties in the treasurer's hands, belonging to
the city, and make report thereof to the city council.
Section 15. The city treasurer shall make up his accounts
on the 15th. day of February, and the financial year shall begin on
the 15th. day of February in each year.
City Clerk.
Section i. In addition to his duties prescribed by law'the
city clerk shall perform such duties in connection with his office
as the city council shall from time to time fix and determine.
City Solicitor.
Section i. The city solicitor shall act as attorney for the city
in all criminal and civil cases in which the city is interested. He.
shall, when required by the mayor and council, or any officer of
the city, advise -them on any question of law relating to their
business.
He shall receive for his services as such officer such salary as
the city council shall from time to time fix and determine. In all
cases where his attendance may be required out of the city reason-
able travelling expenses shall be allowed him.
Overseer of the Poor.
Section i. The O/erseer of the Poor shall perform the same
duties and be subject to the same liabilities as are now prescribed
for and incumbent on overseers of the poor of towns, and perform
such other duties as the city council may prescribe. He shall re-
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ceive such compensation or salary for his services as the city coun-
cil may from time to time iix and determine.
Highway Commissioner.
Section i. The duties and liabilities of the highway com
missioner shall be such as prescribed by law for highway agent of
towns, and such other duties as the mayor and council may from
time to time require.
Section 2. The highway commissioner shall receive such
compensation for his services as the -city council may fix and de-
termine.
City Civil Engineer.
Section i. The city civil engineer shall be under the direc-
tion of the city council. He shall have charge of all plans of pub-
lic grounds, streets, sewers and main drains of the city, except
such as pertain to the city system of sewerage. He shall, by him-
self or assistants, for whom he shall be responsible, make all sur-
veys, estimates, measurament and levels, and perform such other
duties as may be required of him by the city council. All books
and papers containing files, notes and other memoranda shall be
the property of the city.
Section 2. The said engineer shall receive such salary as the
•city council may fix and determine.
Board of Health.
Section i. The Board of Health shall have and exercise all
the powers vested in, and shall perform all the duties prescribed
for health officers of towns as provided by law.
Section 2. The Board of Health shall receive such compensa-
tion for their services as the city council may from time to time fix
and determine.
Collector of Taxes.
Section i. The duties of the collector of taxes shall be such
as are prescribed by law for the collector of taxes in towns, and
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his compensation shall be such as the mayor and council may from
time to time determine.
Sewers.
Section i. The present system of house sewerage together
with any additions to the system which may hereafter be made
shall be under the general charge of an officer to be elected an-
nually by the city council to be known as sewer commissioner.
The said sewer commissioner shall be under the direction and
control of the city council in all matters pertaining to the con-
struction, care and management of the system of house sewerage
of the city. He shall perform such duties connected with his of-
fice as the council shall from time to time fix and prescribe. He
may make such rules and regulations as to the use of said sewers
as he shall deem proper, subject to the approval of the city coun-
cil.
Section 2. He shall receives for his services such salary or
compensation as the city council may determine.
City Marshal and Police.
Section i. The city marshal shall give bonds inJ:he sum of
three hundred dollars ($300.00) satisfactory to the city council for
the faithful performance of his office.
Section 2. The city mar3hall?shall sperform such duties as are
prescribed by law and such further duties as the mayor and coun-
cil may from time to time require. He shall abserve all wants and
defects of the highways and streets and give immediate notice
thereof to the highway commissioner, to the end that they may be
amended.
He shall lay before, the mayor and council once a month, a
statement of all offences against the laws of the state and the
ordinances of the city and the result thereof.
Section 3. The marshal and 'other police officers and watch-
men, when on duty shall wear such badge of their office as the
mavor and council shall prescribe.
Section 4. It shall be the duty of the city marshall in addition
to his other duties, to ascertain the circumstances of all accidents
happening in which the city may have an interest, and all other
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matters of a similar nature when so directed by the mayor, and to
make a report to the mayor and city solicitor of his investigation in
each case.
Section 5. Should any police officer or watchman fail to com-
ply with his instructions or be otherwise remiss in his official duties,
the city marshal, at his discretion, temporarily, may suspend
such delinquent and he shall report the facts in any such case to
the city council, and the matter shall, if in their judgment the
interest of the city require it, investigate the same without delay,
and reprimand or remove from office any police officer or watchman
who may be found guilty of such neglect.
Regulating Billiard Saloons.
Section i No person shall keep a billiard table, pool table
nor bowling alley in the city of Berlin, except for private use, unless
a license therefor in writing, specifying the place in which it is to
kept, shall first be obtained from the city clerk, subject to the ap-
proval of the city council.
Section 2. Kvery person shall pay for such license, for the
use of the city, the sum of five dollars on each billiard table pool
table and bowling alley, on or. before the first day of May annual-
ly, and such license shall be revoked or annulled at the pleasure of
the mayor and council, and shall be forfeited upon the conviction of
the violation of any of the provisions of this chapter. Such license
may also on application, be issued for six months from the first day
of May, on payment of five dollars, subject to the provisions of this
ordinance.
SECTION 3. No keeper of a billiard table shall allow or permit
any minor to play at billiards or any other game in his saloon, or
to remain therein or in any room connected therewith, except with
the written consent of the father or guardian of such minor.
Section 4. The violation of any of the provisions of this
chapter shall be punished by a fine not exceeding ten dollars, and
such an offender shall forfeit his license and be required to keep
the peace, and be of good behavior.
Section 5. It shall be the duty of the city marshal to see that
the provisions of this chapter are enforced. The fees for license for
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the current year shall be immediately due and payable.
Passed April 21, 1S97. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
J. A. IvETOURNSAU, City Clerk.
An Ordinance to regulate the admission of children into the
public schools of the city of Berlin.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City 0/ Berlin as
follows:
That qupils who are five years old and upwards shall be admit,
ted to the primary schools only during the first and second weeks
of the fall and spring terms; but pupils who are qualified to enter
existing classes may be admitted at any time during the school
year by appljdng to the Secretary of the Board of Education.
Passed May 11, 1897. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
J. A. Lktourneau, City Clerk.
An Ordinance relating to the Fire Department.
Be it ot darned by the City Council of the City of Berlin as
follozvs.
Section i. The Fire Department shall consist of the Chief
Engineer and Assistant Engineer, to be denominated First and
Second Engineer and suitable number of hose men, not less than
twelve or more than eighteen, to form a home company, and a
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suitable number of hook and ladder men, not less than eight or
more than fifteen to form a company.
Section 2. The Board of Councilmen shall, in case of a va-
cancy in the Board of Engineers fill such vacancies by appoint-
ment, and said engineer shall constitute the Board of Engineers,
and shall perform the duties and exercise the power of a fire ward.
Section 3. Every Hose Company shall have attached thereto
a Foreman and Assistant Foreman, also the hook and ladder
company shall have attached thereto a Foreman and Assistant
Foreman who must be acceptable to the Board of Engineers.
Section 4. No member of the Fire Department shall hold
the office of Marshal, Assistant Marshal or Police Officer.
Section 5. In case of fire the Chief Engineer shall have the
sole and absolute control and command over the Assistant Engin-
eer and all other officers of the Fire Department
Section 6. In the absence of the Chief Engineer the Assist-
ant Engineer next in rank who may be present shall have all the
power and perform the duties of the Chief Engineer.
Section 7. The foreman of each hose company and the fore-
man of the hook and ladder company shall at least twice in each
month, and also in addition thereto, within twenty-four hours
after every fire, see that such fire apparatus as they may have
charge of has been operated and examined minutely and carefully
and report the condition thereof to the Chief Engineer.
Section 8. It shall be the duty of the members of the Fire
Department upon an alarm of fire to repair to their respective
places, place themselves under the Captain in command and obey
his orders; and upon receiving his permission, return the fire ap-
paratus to their appropriate places in a quiet and orderly manner.
Section 9. The foreman of each hose company and hook and
laddei company shall cause the fire apparatus entrusted to their
care, respectively, to be thoroughly cleaned, oiled, washed and
securely housed.
Section 10. All species of gaming or playing of games of
chance, and all disorderly conduct in any hose house, or hook and
ladder house, or any room connected therewith, at any and all
times is forbidden ; and all assembling of persons on the Sabbath
in any of the said houses, or rooms, except for the purpose of do-
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ing necessary work on the fire apparatus belonging to such house,
or room, or of accompanying such fire apparatus to a place of fire
or of returning with the same, is also expressly forbidden and it
shall be the duty of the Chief Engineer or the City Marshal to see
that the provisions of this seetion are enforced.
Section ii. No hose or hook and ladder carriage shall be
taken to a fire out of the cit}' without permission of an Engineer,
nor shall any appartus of the Fire Department be taken from the
city except in case of fire, without permission of the Mayor.
Section 12. The Board of Engineers shall examine into shops
and other places where shavings and other combustible materials
may be deposited or collected and at all times be vigilant in the
removal of same; whether in their opinion the same may be danger-
ous to the security of the city from fires, and direct the owners,
tenants, or occupants of said shop or other places to remove the
same, and in case of such owner, tenant or occupant's refusal or
neglect to do so, such person shall be liable to a penalty not ex-
ceeding ten dollars ($10) for such neglect or refusal ; and when-
ever, in the opinion of the Board of Engineers any chimney, hearth,
oven, stovepipe, flue or other fixtures, or any explosive or inflam-
able fluid or other material, or whatever else may give just cause
of alarm, shall be altered, repaired or removed, they, the said
Engineers, shall forthwith notify and, direct the owner, tenant or
occupant of the premises upon which the same are situated to alter,
repair or remove the same, as the said Engineer shall direct, and
in case such tenant, owner, or occupant shall refuse or neglect to
do so, the person so refusing or neglecting shall also be liable to
a penalty not exceeding ten dollars. Any person who shall ob-
struct the Engineer, or his assistants, in carrying out the pro-
visions of this sections, shaH be liable to a penalty not exceeding
ten dollars,
Section 13. If any person shall willfully or maliciouslv in-
jure any of the apparatus owned by the city or shall ride or drive
any animal or carriage across any hose or other apparatus when in
use at any fire or any trial thereof he shall be fined not less than
five dollars nor more than twenty dollars and shall be required to
pay all damages by him caused.
Section 14. All factories, hotels, tenement houses, public
halls, school-houses and other buildings used as places of public
resort in the city shall be provided with ample means of escape in
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case of fire, and acquedate facilities for entrance and exit on all oc-
casions and be so erected as to not endanger the health and safety
of persons who may occupy them.
Section 15. The Fire Engineers shall constitute a Board for
the inspection of the buildings and halls mentioned in the preceed-
iug section and shall from time to time inspect the same and after
notifying and hearing all parties interested ma}' thereupon direct
such alterations in any building or hall as may be necessary by the
provisions of said section and may order such building or hall to be
closed until such alterations are made.
Section 16. Every person aggrieved by any decision of such
inspectors may appeal therefrom as provided in Section 5, of Chap-
ter 116 of the public statutes.
Section 17. Any person who shall let or use any building for
the purpoees specified in section 14 of this Chapter, after such
building shall have been ordered closed or altered, as provided in
section 15 of this chapter, until such order has been complied with,
or reversed shall be punished as provided in section 6 of chapter 116
of the public statutes.
Section 18. For each absence from fire or neglect of duty the
Chief Engineer and Assistant Engineers shall be fined one dollar
($1.00) each, and others who are members of the department, fifty
(50) cents each; provided, however that any fireman liable as above
may in case of temporary absence or sickness have power of sub-
stitution by giving notice, each Assistant Engingeer to the Chief,
each Captain to an Engineer, and each other member to the Captain
of his company.
Passed August 3, 1897. Approved.
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
J. A. Letourneau, Clerk.
Sewers.
An Ordinance relating to Sewers.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Berlin as
follow:
Section i. The word "drain," when used in ordinances, shall
be construed to mean a pipe or conduit for the conveyance of storm
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or ground water; and the word "sewer" when so used, shall lie con-
strued to mean a pipe or conduit for the conveyance of sewerage
of buildings only. ,
Skction 2. To the committe on sewerage, under the direction
of the City council, shall be entrusted the general management
and supervision of the public sewers which are now or may here-
after be constructed and owned by the city, or which may be per-
mitted to be constructed or opened by its authority. The appro-
priations for sewers shall be expended under their direction and
they shall have full power to make all necessary repairs, exteutions
or improvements on said sewers, to procure new sewer pipes, and all
other necessary materials, and to make all necessary contracts in
connection therewith; but they shall make no contracts nor do any
work in excess of the appropriation.
Section 3. All connections of house sewers, drains and plumb-
ing work with the sewer system of the city of Berlin shall be made
in accordance with these rules and regulations; and no plumbing
house drainage or connection with the sewer shall be made by any
person not licensed to do such work by the sewer committeee.
Application for Licenses.
Section 4. Any person desiring to do business as a plumber in
connection with the Sanitary Sewer System in the city of Berlin,
shall file in the office of the Superintendent of Sewers a petition
giving the name of the individual and place of business, and ask-
ing to be licensed as a plumber. Said petition must be signed by
two responsible citizens of the city of Berlin, vouching for his
business capacity and reputation and that he is willing to be gov-
erned in all respects by the rules and regulations which are now or
may be adopted by the city. No license shall be granted for more
than one year, and all licenses shall be granted to expire on
the first day of April. The fee shall be two dollars for each
license.
Section 5. Application for permits to connect wdth the sewer
system or do plumbing work to be connected therewith, must be
made in writing by the owner of the property or his authorized
agent. Petmits to make connection with the Sewer System will
'be issued only when the plumbing in the house or building to be
connected is in accordance with the rules for plumbing hereafter
prescribed; and all work done shall be subject to the inspection of
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the Superintendent of Sewers, and no alteration shall be made in
any plan or in any work without a special permit in writing from
him.
Statement of Work.
SECTION 6. A plumber shall, on the completion of the work,
file in the office of the .Superintendent of Sewers, on blanks fur-
nished for the purpose, a correct statement of the work done under
the permit.
Cesspools.
Section 7. No open gutter, cesspool or privy-vault shall be
connected with any sewer or drain.
Injuiy to Sewers.
Section 8. No person, iirm or corporation shall injure, break
or remove any portion of any man-hole, flush-tank or any part of
the Sewer Svsiem; or throw or deposit, or cause to be thrown or
deposited in any sewer opening or receptacle conuected with the
Sewer System any garbage, offal or dead animals, ashes, cinders
or any other thing whatsoever, except feces, urine, the necessary
water-closet paper, liquid house slops, also roof and" cellar water
by special permit.
Water or Gas Pipe.
SECTION 9. Any person, firm or corporation desiring to lay
pipe for water, gas, steam or any purpose in any street, alley or
property upon which sewers are laid shall give, at least, twenty-four
hours' notice to the Superintendent of Sewers and the manner of
excavating, laying and backfilling shall be subject to the approval
of the Superintendent. All such work shall be planned and ex-
ecuted so that no injury shall occur to any public sewer or drain,
or to anv'house-sewer or drain, connected therewith.
Obstructions.
Section 10. The Superintendent shall have the power to stop
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and prevent from discharging into the Sewer System any private
sewer or drain through which substances are discharged which are
liable to injure the sewer or obstruct the flow of the sewerage.
Before any private drain or sewer shall be connected with the
System, the owner of the private drain or sewer shall prove to the
satisfaction of the Superintendent that it conforms in every respect
to the rnles and regulations.
Plumbing Rules.
SECTION ri. Each and every connection with the public sewer
shall be first quality, salt-glazed, vitrified pipe not less than four
inches internal diameter, which may extend from the sewer to
within three feet of the house; and from thence the house drain
shall be of cast iron pipe satisfactory to the Superintendent of
Sewers and shall extend upwards full size so that its upper terminus
shall communicate directly with the open air in a manner which
shall secure perfect ventilation.
No brick, sheet metal, earthenware or chimney flue shall be
used as a sewer ventilator nor to ventilate any -trap, drain, soil or
waste pipe.
Every Fixture Shall be Effectually Trapped.
Section 12. No trap or any manner of obstruction to the free'
flow of air through the whole course of the drain and soil pipe will
be allowed. Every fixture shall be effectually trapped. Traps to
be as near fixtures as possible and no trap shall be more than three
(3) feet from the fixture which it is to serve.
Every fixture having a waste pipe shall be furnished with a
Sanitas Anti-Syphon Trap or be vented by special air pipe (of size
not less than the waste pipe when there is more than six (6) feet of
said pipe) between trap and said pipe. Star or Battle Traps and
four (4) inch water-closet traps may be used without venting, if
placed on pipe extending through roof if not more than six (6) feet
away.
All vent pipes from the inside of the roof must be at least four
(4) inchas in diameter. No pan closet to be allowed, and all water
closets must have a seat vent of not less than two (2) inches into
the kitchen chimney when practicable.
Section 13. All soil and waste pipes sball be as direct as pos
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sible, and all parts of the work shall be so arranged that they may-
be at all times readily examined and repaired. When necessarily
placed within partitions or in the recesses of walls, soil and waste
pipes must be covered with wood-work so fastened with screws as
to be readily removed.
Section 14. All joints in iron drain pipes, except when screw
joints are used, must be so filled with oakum and lead, and hand
caulked as to make them gas tight. All connections of lead pipes
with iron pipes must be made with a brass or lead sleeve, or fer-
ruled as large or larger than the lead pipe put in the hub of tbe
branch of the iron pipe and caulked with oakum and lead. The
lead pipe must be attached to the ferrule by a wiped or overcast
joint.
Section 15. The least inclination that can be allowed for the
house drains in one ( 1) in sixty (60) without the written permission
of the Superintendent of Sewers. The ends of all pipes not to be
immediately connected must be securely closed, water tight, with
imperishable material. The insde of ever}' drain after it is laid
must be left smooth and clean throughout its entire length.
Section 16. The backfilling over drains must be puddled or
rammed, all water and gas pipes protected from injury or settling
and the surface of the street made good within forty-eight hours
after the completion of that part of the drain lying within the
public way.
Section 17. Any person violating any of the provisions of
these rules and regulations shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined
not exceeding twenty-five ($25 ) dollars for the use of the city of
Berlin; and any plumber or drain layer violating these rules and
regulations shall forfeit his license.
Section 18. The above rules and regulations shall take effect
when adopted by the City of Berlin.
Passed September 7, 1897. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
J. M. Letourneau, City Clerk
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An Ordinance in relation to the inspection of buildings.
Be it ordained by the City Council ofthe City of Berlin as
follows;
Section i. The Inspector shall examine all buildings in the
course of erection or alteration as often as practicable and make a
record of all violations of the lavs herein.
Section 2. Hereafter in the City of Berlin no public buil ing
damaged by fire or other casualty shall be repaired or restored to
its former condition and no work which impairs the strength or
increases the fire risk of any wall, 'structure or building hall be
done except upon a permit from the inspector.
Section 3. No woodwork will be allowed to be put within one
inch of an)- chimney.
Section 4. All buildings over twenty feet high shall have
permanent means of access to the roof from the inside.
The opening shall be not less than eighteen inches by thirty
inches.
Section 5. Any building which by defect, accident or decay
or overloading is unsafe shall be vacated forthwith if and \ hen the
inspector shall so order.
Section 6. No smoke pipe in any building with wooden or
combustible floors or ceiling shall hereafter enter any flue unless
the said pipe shall be at least twelve (12) inches from either the
floor or ceiling and in all cases where smoke pipes pas-, through
stud or wooden partitions of any kind whether the same lie plaster-
ed or not. They shall be guarded by either a double collar of
metal with air space or by at least four ( 4 I inches of brick between
pipe and wood.
Section 7. Every structure and part thereof; and appurten
ances thereto within the City of Berlin shall be so constructed and
maintained in such repair as not to be dangerous, and the owners
of any premises within the said city upon notice from the inspector
that such premises are dangerous shall forthwith remedy the cause
of danger by removal or repair.
Section 8. No shanties or cheap buildings will be allowed to
be built or moved on to any lot in any of the principal streets of
the City of Berlin without a permit from the inspector.
Section 9. No chimney shall be started or built upon any
floor or beam, and in no case wrhere the breast of a chimney shall
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project more than four ( 4 ) inches shall it be commenced in any-
wall, but shall be started from the foundation. No chimney in
buildings already erected or hereafter to be built shall be cut off
below or in part and supported by wood but shall be wholly sup-
ported by stone, brick or irou.
Section 10. The city council may by ordinance at any time
make such requirements in addition to these contained in this
act as they may deem expedient in relation to the erectiou and
alteration of buildings.
Section ii. Any person who shall build or alter any building
or other structure or part thereof in violation of any provisions of
this act or who shall after twenty-four hours' notice from the in-
spector maintain or use any such building or other structure or
part thereof so built or altered as shall violate any provisions of
any of this act, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding one hun-
dred dollars to be paid into the treasury of the City of Berlin.
Passed August 2, 1898. Approved,
II. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm, W. Burlingame, City Clerk.
An Ordinance relating to Police Regulations.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Berlin as
follows:
Section 1. All saloons, billiard and pool rooms and bowling
alleys, shall be closed at the hour of 9.30 of the clock at night of
each week day.
Section 2. No saloon, billiard and pool rooms and bowling
alleys, shall be kept open for any purpose on Sunday, commonly
called the Lord's day.
Section 3. No person shall stand or loaf upon any bridge,
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street corner, sidewalk or other public way to the annoyance of
others.
Passed May 2, 1899. Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. BuRiviNGAME. City Clerk.
Resolutions*
A Resolution authorizing the City Treasurer to give notes to hire
money to take up outstanding indebtedness.
Resolved hy the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be, and is hereby authorized to hire the
sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars at a rate of interest not exceed-
ing six per cent, per annum, giving in payment notes of the City
for that sum for the purpose of taking up outstanding notes.
Passed May 10, 1898. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burungame, City Clerk.
A Resolution to hire money in anticipation of taxes for the year
1898.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin, as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be authorized to hire the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars to defray the expenses of the several depart-
ments of the Citj' for the year 1898, in anticipation of taxes, and
is hereby authorized to give the note or notes of the City in pay-
ment of the same, to that amount.
Passed June 7, 1898. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burungame. City Clerk.
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A Resoeutoin to hire money in anticipation of taxes for the year
1898.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be authorized to hire the siim of Eight
Thousand Dollars to defray the expenses of the several depart-
ments of the City for the year of 1898, in anticipation of taxes, and
is hereby authorized to give the note or notes of the City in pay-
ment of the sum for that amount.
Passed September 6, 1898. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burlingame, Citv Clerk.
A Resolution to hire money in anticipation of taxes for the year
1898
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be authorized to hire the sum of Seven
Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars, to defray the expenses of the
several departments of the City for the year 1898, in anticipation of
taxes and is hereby authorized to give the notes of the City to that
amount.
Passed November 1, 1898. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Bureingame, City Clerk.
A Resolution authorizing the Treasurer to borrow the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to take up the outstanding indebted-
ness on the "Marston School House," so called.
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Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be, and is hereby authorized to borrow
on the credit of the City, the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000) for a term not exceeding two years at a rate of interest not
exceeding five (5) per cent, per annum, for the purpose of taking
up the outstanding indebtedness on the "Marston School House,"
so called, and give the notes of the City for that sum.
Passed January 3, 1899. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burxingame, City Clerk,
A Resolution authorizing the City Treasurer to hire money.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be, and hereby is, authorized to hire on
the credit of the City a sum of money not to exceed Five Thousand
Dollars for a term not to exceed six (6) months at a rate of interest
not to exceed five (5) per cent, per annum to pay authorized claims
in anticipation of taxes.
Passed February 7, 1899. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Bureingame, City Clerk.
A Resolution authorizing the City Treasurer to borrow a sum of
money not to exceed Three Thousaud, Five ^Hundred Dollars
to take up outstanding indebtedness.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be, and hereby is, authorized to borrow,
on the credit of the City, a sum of money not to exceed Three
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Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars for a term not to exceed one
year, at a rate af interest not to exceed five per cent, to take up
outstanding indebtedness of the City.
Passed February 7, 1899. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. BurxinGame, City Clerk.
A Resolution raising money and making appropriations for the
year ending February 15, 1900.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the sum of Sixty-Six Tousand, One Hundred and Sixty-
two Dollars be raised for the use of the city for the year ending
February 15, 1900, by tax on the polls and estates liable to be taxed
therein, which together with such unappropriated money as may
now be in the treasury, or may hereafter come into it, shall be ap-
propriated as follows, which appropriation shall be full for all ex-
penditures in each department:
State Tax $ 2779 50
County Tax 5407 50
City Notes 5000 00
Fire Department 3000 00
City Poor 1300 00
Flection Expenses 15000
Francis D. Green Post, G. A. R 100 00
Hydrants 210000
Health Departmeut 400 00






Police Department 3500 00
Printing and Sationery 350 00
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Repairs of School House 500 00
Schools 8500 00
School Bonds 1000 00
Sewers 3000 00
School Books 750 00
Streets and Sidewalks 5500 00
Salaries 300000
Sinking Fund 6000 00
$66162 00
Passed May 2, 1899. Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. \V. Burxingame, City Clerk.
A Resolution to hire money in anticipation of the taxes for the
year 1899.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be authorized to hire the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars (#5000) to defray the expenses of the several de-
partments of the City for the year 1899 in anticipation of taxes, and
is hereby authorized to give the note or notes of the City on four
months time in payment of the same to that amount.
Passed June 6, 1899. Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burxingame, City Clerk.
A RESOLUTION to hire money to take up outstanding indebtedness.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be, and hereby is, authorized to hire
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the sum of Seventeen Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars ($17,500)
to take up outstanding indebtednees, and give the notes of the City
for the above amount; interest not to exceed four (4) four per cent.
Passed June 6, 1899. Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burlingame, CityClerk.
A Resolution authorizing the purchase of land of the Blanchard
& Twitchell Co., for street purposes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the committee of roads and bridges be authorized, em-
powered aud instructed to take, in the name of the City, a deed of
land of the Blanchard & Twitchell Co. Said land being situated
next south of the William Landry property, so called, on Main
street, and that the sum of One Thousand Dollars be hired on the
note or notes of the City to pay the same, and the City Treasurer is
hereby authorized to give the note or notes of the City in payment
of the same.
Passed June 6, 1899. Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burlingame, Clerk.
A Resolution to hire money in anticipation of taxes for the year
Resolved by the .City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be authorized to hire the sum of Four
Thousand Dollars to defray expenses of the several departments of
the City for the year 1899, in anticipation of taxes, and is hereby
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authorized to give the note of the City in payment of same for that
amount, at a rate of interest not to exceed four percent, per annum.
Passed June 6, 1899. Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor,
Attest:
Wm. W. BurIvINGame, City Clerk.
A Resolution to hire money in anticipation of taxes for the year
1899.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Berlin as fol-
lows:
That the City Treasurer be authorizsd to hire the sum of Sev-
enten Thousand Dollars ($17,000) to defray the expenses of the
several departments of the City for the year 1899, in anticipation of
taxes, and is hereby authorized to give the note of the City in pay-
ment of the same for that amount, at a rate of interest not to exceed
four per cent, per annum.
Passed August 1, 1899. Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burlingame, City Clerk.
Orders*
An Order to lay out and build a new sewer up Maple street in
Ward 3.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately commence
to lay out a sewer running up Maple street in Ward 3
to accommodate the people living on said street.
It is further ordered that when the City Engineer shall have
completad the laying out of said sewer the Sewer Commissioner
shall at once commence the building of same.
Passed June 7th, 1898. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest:
Wm. W. Burwngame, City Clerk.
An Order to place one electric light on the east side of the Andro-
scoggin river, near Reynold's house.
Ordered, That the Berlin Electric Light Company imme-
diately place one electric ligh on the east side of the
Androscoggin river, near the residence of Mr.
Reynolds.
Passed June 7th, 1898. Approved,
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An Order to lay out and build a sewer running up Willard street
to connect with the new school house.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately commence
to lav out a sewer running up Willard street to con-
nect with new school house located on said street.
And it is further ordered that when the City Engineer shall
have completed the laying out of said sewer, that the Sewer Com-
missioner shall at once commence the building of same -
Passed, June 7th, 1898. Approvsd,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm, W. Burlingame, City Clerk.
An Order to lay out and build a new sewer starting from Main
street and running through Seventh street at Berlin Mills.
Ordered, That the City Civil Engineer immediately com-
mence to lay out a new sewer, beginning at a point
on Main street and running two hundred and fifty feet
or more through Seventh street at Berlin Mills.
It is further ordered that when the City Civil Engineer shall
have completed the laying out of said sewer, the Sewer Commis-
sioner shall at once commence the building of the same.
Passed June 8, 1897. Approved,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest
:
J. A. Letourneau, City Clerk.
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An Order to repair and extend sewer leading into Jolbert street.
Ordered, That the Sewer Commissioner repair and extend
the sewer running from First avenue into Jolbert
street, so-called.
Approved, September 15, 1898,
H. F. Marston, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. Burungame, City Clerk.
An Order to extend the sewer of First avenue.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately commence
to lay out an extension of the sewer on First avenue,
to L,ots 29 and 30 Plan B. Green Aqueduct and L,and
Company.
And it is further ordered that when the City Bngineer shall
have completed the laying out of the same the Sewer Commissioner
shall at once commence the building of same.
Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. Burehstgame, Citv Clerk.
An Order to lay out and build an extension of Pine street in
Berlin.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately lay out an
extension of Pine street through to Hillside avenue.
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It is further ordered that when the City Engineer shall have
completed the laying out the said extension of said street, the
Street Commissioner shall at once commence the building of the
same.
Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. \V. Bureingame, City Clerk.
An Order to place an electric light on Broad street near the resid-
ence of J. Howard Wight.
Ordered, That the Berlin Electric Light Company im-
mediately place an electric light on Broad street near
the residence of J. Howard Wight.
Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. Bureingame, City Clerk.
An Order to lay out and build a new street near the residence of
J. Howard Wight on the Jericho road.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately lay out a
new street near the residence of J. Howard Wight.
It is further ordered that when the City Engineer shall have
completed the laying out of said street that the Street Com-
missioner shall at once commence the building of same.
Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. Bureingame, City Clerk.
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An Order to remove the electric light above Berlin Mills near the
residence of John Murray, to the corner of Spring and School
streets.
Ordered, That the Berlin Electric Light Company imme-
diately remove the electric light above Berlin Mills,
near the residence of John Murray, to the corner of
School and Spring streets.
Approved,
John B. Noves, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. Burlingame, City Clerk.
An Order to place an electric light on Broad street near Jolbert
street.
Ordered, That the Berlin Electric Light Company im-
mediately place one electric light near the corner of
Broad and Jolbert streets.
Approved,
John B. Noves, Mayor
Attest
:
Wm. W. Burlingame, City Clerk.
An Order to lay out and build an extension of Willard street.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately lay out an
extension of Willard street to Oak street.
It is further ordered that when he shall have completed the
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laying out of said street that the Street Commissioner shall at once
commence the building of same.
Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. BureinGame, City Clerk.
An Order to build a new sewer on the east side of the Androscog-
gin river.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately lay out a
sewer on the east side of the Androscoggin river.
It is further ordered that when he shall have completed the
laying out of said sewer that the Sewer Commissioner commence
at once on the building of same.
Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. Burlingame, City Clerk.
An Order to lay out and build an extension of Church street.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately lay out an
extension of Church street.
It is further ordered that when he shall have completed the laying
out of said street that the Street Commissioner shall at once com-
mence the building of the same.
Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. BureinGame, City Clerk.
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An Order to build a new street at Berlin Mills.
Ordered, That the City Engineer immediately lay out a
new street at Berlin Mills, running from in front of
the Berlin Mills Co's store by the residence of J. B.
Carruthers and H. B. Frost to Maple street.
It is further ordered that when the City Engineer shall have
completed the laying out of said street that the Street Commis-
sioner shall at once commence the building of same.
Approved,
John B. Noyes, Mayor.
Attest
:
Wm. W. Burlingame, City Clerk.
Rules and Regulations*
Section i. The Mayor shall take the chair precisely at the
hour appointed for the meeting and call the members to order. 1 f
a quorum be present, he shall cause the journal of the previous
meeting to be read, and if no objection be made, it shall stand
approved.
Section 2. The Mayor shall preserve due order and decorum;
he may speak to points of order in preference to other members,
and shall decide all questions of order, subject to an appeal to the
Council.
Section 3. The Mayor shall rise to put a question, but may
state or read it sitting.
Section 4. In the absence of the Mayor, the City Clerk shall
call for the nomination of a chairman pro tern, who being elected,
shall preside until the Mayor arrives, or during that meeting and
no longer.
Section 5. The order of business shall be as follows:
1. Reading the journal of the previous meeting.
2. Communications from the Mayor.
3. Presentation of petitions, and disposal thereof by reference
to committee or otherwise.
4. Reports of committees.
5. Such nominations, appointments, and elections as may be
in order.
6. The orders of the day—meaning by the orders of day, the
unfinished business of the previous meeting.
7. New business, which may be introduced by any member.
Section 6. The Mayor shall consider a motion to adjourn as
always in order, (except an immediate repetition); the time of the
next meeting having been agreed upon and the Council having
had proper notice, the motion to adjourn shall be decided without
debate.
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Section 7. The previous question shall be put in the follow
ing form: "Shall the main question be now put?" and all amend-
ments or further debates of the main question shall be suspended
until the previous question be decided.
Section 8. Every member, when about to speak, shall rise in
his place and respectfully address the presiding officer; shall con-
fine himself to the question under debate and avoid personalities.
No member shall be interrupted while speaking, but by a call to
order, or, for the correction of a mistake; there ahall be no conver-
sation among the members while a paper is being read, or a question
stated from the chair.
Section 9. No member in debate shall mention another mem-
ber by his name, but may describe him by the ward he represents
or such other designation as may be intelligible and respectful.
Section 10. Every member present when the question is
stated, when he is not excluded by iuterest, shall give his vote;
unless the City Council for special reasons excuse him. Applica-
tion to be so excused shall be made before the calling of the yeas
and nays, accompanied by a brief statement of the reasons, and
shall be decided without debate.
Section ii. Any member may call for a division when the
subject will admit of it; and the yeas and nays shall be taken when
demanded by any member of the council.
Section 12. When a motion is made and seconded it shall be
considered bv the council and not otherwise.
Section 13. When any question is under debate, no motion
shall be received, but first, to adjourn: second, to lay on the
table; third, for the previous question; fourth, to postpone to a
certain day; fifth, to commit; and sixth, to amend; which
several motions shall have precedence in the order in which they
are arranged. Motions to adjourn, to lay ou the table, and take
from the table shall be decided without debate.
Section 14. No vote shall be reconsidered unless the motion
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for reconsideration shall be made by a member who voted with
the majority, or unless notice be given at the meeting at which the
which case the motion shall be made at the next
ig succeeding; only one motion for the reconsidera-
tion of any vote shall be permitted.
SECTION 15. Every motion shall be reduced to writing if the
chair shall so direct.
[ON 16. The council may resolve itself into a committee
of the whole at any time upon the motion of a member made for
that purpose; and in forming a committee of the whole the Mayor
may leave the chair, and a chairman to preside in committee of
a whole shall be appointed by him. When the committee of the
whole have gone through with the subject referred to them, they
shall rise, and the chairman port their proceedings to the
council.
Skction 17. Standing committees shall be appointed on
Finance. ! and Claims, . Public Instruction. Roads and
Bridges, Parks and Commons, Fire Department, Lighting Streets,
Elections and Returns, Engrossed Ordinances, Police and Electric
Lights, . ' Water, and Salari
iS. No committee shall sit during a session of the
City Council without special leave.
No report shall be received from any committee
unkss agreed to in committee actually assembled, and all reports
shall be made in writing.
SECTION 20. - Every committee to whom any subject is referred
shall report at the next regular meeting or ask for further time.
Skction 21. Every ordinance, order or resolution, shall have
three several readings before it shall be considered as having re-
ceived the final action of the City Council. A first reading for
information, and if not rejected or otherwise disposed of; the ques-
tion shall be, "Shall it be read a second time?" and wdien read a
second time shall be referred to a committee by the chair, unless
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otherwise ordered by the council; third reading, when reported by
the committee, and passage to be engrossed.
Section 22. No ordinance, order or resolution shall be
amended after its second reading.
Section 23. No ordinance, order or resolution imposing pen-
alties, or authorizing the expenditure or money, shall have more
than two readings on the same day.
Section 24. The foregoing rules and order of business shall
be observed in all cases, unless suspended by a vote of two-thirds of
the members present for a specific purpose.

Department Reports*
REPORT OF THE CITY CLERK.
Berlin, N. H. February 15, 1900.
To the Mayor and City Council:
The following is an account uf the money collected for the City
of Berlin by tne for the year ending February 15, 1900.
DOG LICENSES.
80 male dogs at $2, $160.00
5 female dogs at $5, 25.00
$185.00
Amount paid City Treasurer, $185.00
BILLIARD HALL LICENSES.
Theodore Morin, $ 50.00
A. Lessard, 10.00
Joseph Demars, 5.00
P. J. Pickford, 10.00
A. E. Buckley, 10.00
T. H. Sheridan, 5.00
E. Brush, 5.00
$50.00
Amount paid City Treasurer, $50.00
MISCELLANEOUS LICENSES.
Joshua Simpkins Co., $8.00
Sockalexis Concert Co., 8.00
$16.00
Amount paid City Treasurer, $16.00
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MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS.
E. Rousseau, 1896 taxes and interest S24.02
Jeremiah Coffey, vStreet waste 2.00
C. P. Kimball, error in June, Teachers Pay-roll,
Amount-paid City Treasurer, ; $45-5o
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM W. BURLINGAME, City Clerk.
.REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR.
To his Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
I hereby submit my report as Tax Collector for the years 1898
and 1899, which is as follows:
Amount committed for collection, 1899 $67,787.10
Amount collected $55,118.96
Amount of abatements 345,87
Total $55,464.83 $55,464.83
Balance due the city $12,322.27
Interest collected $45.42.
Balance due the city Feb. 15, 1899 $11,612.61
Amount collected $ 9,973-6o
Amount abated 92.74
Total $10,066.34 $10,066.34
Balance due the city $ 1,546.27
Interest collected $233.98.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH E. GONYA, Collector.
SUPERINTENDENT OF STREETS.
ANNUAL REPORT.
Berlin, N. H. February 15, 1900.
To His Honor the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Berlin:
Gentlemen:—The demand made upon the time and attention
of the executive officer of the highway department are so numerous
and the duties devolving upon him are of a such varied character,
that it should be remembered, that every demand however
insignificant it may appear, requires not only, a certain amount
of care and consideration but entails a proportionate demand upon
the public funds.
Prelimary to a general summary of the year's work, permit me
to present a financial statement of the several branches of public
service included in the highway department: 750 loads of cinders
were used in the construction and repairs of sidewalks and streets
during the year, the larger part of this material being furnished by
the Eurgess Sulphite Fibre Company, 540 loads being placed on
Main street at Berlin Mills during themonth of April. The working
force of the department was engaged in breaking out roads and
opening out water courses on Cate's Hill, also on the principal
roads about the city. The work done on Cate's Hill amounting to
$58-75 and on principal streets amounting to $207.40.
Preparations were made for the crusher at the narrows. Also
moving it from Murray's at Berlin Mills, May 27, 1899, the crusher
was started, running 25 days producing 1,875 loads being put on
our public streets, Main street, Glen avenue to Post Office Square,
also on Green and Jolbert streets. The crusher was then shut down.
It was started on October 1st, running 2 days, producing 150 loads
which were placed on First and Second streets at Berlin Mills and
from Brown school to Convent. During the month of July a small
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force was kept on our streets grading and repairing culverts and
washouts on Hillside avenue and on principal streets in the city
The road machine was started in the spring on May 9, 1899, com-
mencing at our city line running on both sides of Androscoggin
river also on Cate's Hill, Jericho road and High street. During the
month of August, we hauled gravel on High street and Hillside
avenue and on streets in the city. We also repaired new culverts
on Milan road and East Side of river. In the month of September
we filled in sidewalks at Post Office square and on Mechanic street
and cleaning up city. During the month of October, repaired Dead
river bridge on Main and Hillside avenue, repaired culverts placed
crushed rocks on Main street and gravel on East side of the river.
196 feet of 10 inch Salt Glaze Pipe for watercourses were placed
from Dustin's to H. Smith's. 55 culverts were built and repaired,
1 dozen grates was placed on High street near Mr. Kelley's, also
one on Western avenue near D. Walsh's house. A protecting fence
was built 92 feet long on a dangerous place on Western avenue
costing $12.18.
During November sand was hauled from J.Morin's to city build-
ing and cleaning up city, repairing Emery street and put in 30 feet
of Salt Glaze Pipe near St. Kieran's church, also 28 feet of same
pipe 5 inches for water courses near Mr. Lee's. In December
gravel was hauled on Spruce street, also doing general work about
the city. January, breaking out roads on Cate's Hill, plowing
streets and sidewalks, also sanding sidewalks, opening water courses.
From February 1 to the 15. We had a large fall of snow, which
had to be handled, also breaking out roads about the city. A stone
wall was built near J, Goebel's store 90 feet long and from 2 to 4
feet high as a protecting wall. A small force was placed on our
iron bridges on Mason street clearing and scraping them preparing
for paint.
In closing permit me to state that if individual demands have
not in all cases received immediate attention, it has not been be-
cause the inclination of the Superintendent of Streets was in any
manner adverse to the projects or requirements of the claimant, but
that antecedant interests claimed attention or because the develop-
ment of the work in hand would permit of no delay.
For the uniform courtesy and consideration at all times shown
me by His Honor the Mayor and the members of the City Council
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and Committee on Streets, permit me to express my grateful
acknowledgments.
Respectfully submitted,
J. Coffey, Street Commissioner.
Inventory of Property.
i Stone crusher $ 500.00
1 Steam engine
1 Road machine
1 Iron road roller
1 Sprinkler wagon
1 Snow plow





7 Picks and handles
2 Stone wedges
1 Grub hoe and handle
1 Water pail .'
4 Iron bars
4 Large stone hammers
2 Striking hammers
1 Iron spoon
34 Feet steel drills
1 Cant dog
1 Large wrench
6 Snow shovels at 25 cents
7
" " " 4o "
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3 Oil cans .75
3 " Fillers -75
2 Hoes .50
1 Cross-cut saw
1 New crusher jaw 12.50
|i,972.75
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER.
Berlin, N. H., February 15, 1900.
To the Mayor and Cily Council:
In accordance with the law governing this department I have
the honor herewith to submit my annual report for the year ending
February I5, 1900, giving in detail the amount of insurance paid and
the amount of loss.
There has been during the year twenty-two alarms given, three
false and nine needless.
May 1, James Maguire dwelling. Loss on building $317. 00; in-
surance $317.00
May 9, J. L. Cote stores and boarding house. Loss on building
$624.00; insurance paid $624.00. Loss on contents $2017.00; insur-
ance $2017.00.
August 9, M. Shannahan steam laundry. Loss on contents
$2.15; insurance paid $2.15.
August 20, William Dupont dwelling. Loss on building #25.00;
insurance paid $25.00.
September 6, S. Moran tenement. Loss on building $5.00; in-
surance paid #5.00.
September 14, Catholic parsonage. Loss on building $20.00;
insurance paid #20.00.
October 3, E. D. Thurston, stores and boarding house. Build-
ing total loss, insurance #2,000.00; insurance paid #2,000.00. Loss
on contents partial, insurance #2,000.00; insurance paid #1,185.00.
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October 3, Jane Lefebvre dwelling. Loss on building $70.00; in-
surance paid #70.00.
December 26, C. R. Bartlett tenement. Loss on building
$296.00; insurance paid $296.00. Loss on contents $i 10.00; insur-
ance paid $110.00.
January 10, B. Reed dwelling. Loss on building $54.50; insur-
ance paid $54.50. Loss on contents $125.00; insurance paid $125.00.
Total losses $6,720.65.
Total insurance paid 6,720.65.
This department consists of forty-seven men organized as fol-
lows:
George A. Porter, Chief Engineer.
George E. Kent, First Assistant Engineer.
Fred R. OlESON, second Assistant Engineer.
John Q. Farrtngton, Captain Hose 1.
Olaf Oleson, Captain Hose 2.
J. M. Record, Captain Hose 3.
W. L. Evans, Captain H. and L. 1.
There has been very few changes in the members of this de-
partment during the year. New apparatus has been purchased,
which was very much needed, and one alarm box, opposite B. M.
Co.'s store, has been added to the system. All the apparatus has
been furnished with the John E. Hobbs patent detachable runners,
which is a great improvement to the department.
I would respectfully recommend that the city purchase 1000
feet of 2 1-2 inch r ubber lined hose, also that a small appropriation
be made to repair hose house No. 2.
The cost of the Fire Department for the year ending February
15, 1900, will be found in the report of the city clerk.
In behalf of the Board of Engineers I will take this opportunity
to extend our sincere thanks to all the members of the Fire Depart-
ment for the promptness with which they have discharged their
duties during the past year. We would also thank the members of
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the City Government for their kind assistance rendered this de-
partment during the past year.
Respetfully suhmitted,
GEORGE A. PORTER, Chief Engineer.
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY.
3 Modern hose wagons. $ 850.00
1 Ladder truck 600.00
1 Life saving net 50.00
3000 Feet 2 1-2 inch lined rubber hose 1 400.00
3 Perfection nozzles and holders 105.00
4 Underwriters nozzles 40.00
3 Double spray nozzles 60.00
3 Brass branches 25.00
8 Fire axes 20.00
4 Set Berry collars and hames with harnesses 180.00
44 Rubber coats 158.00
47 Firemen's badges 53-QO
40 Hose spanners 17.00
6 Perkin's life belts 42.00
15 Hose straps 5.00
36 Fire hats 70.00
4 Hydrant wrenches 5.00
Electric fire alarm 1,150.00
6 Set hose couplings 16.00
1 Hose coupling expander 10.00
4 Berry patent harness hangers and snaps 44.00
1 Miller smoke protector 5.00
4 Set detachable runners 260.00
$5,164.00
SEWER DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF SEWER COMMISSIONER.
Berlin, N. H. February 15, 1900.
To The City Council:
I have the honor to submit herewith the annual report as Sewer
Commissioner, and will touch briefly upon the work done during
past year.
We built a sewer 609 feet long on the Hights Back of High
School Building. One on West Side to J. Collins using 347 feet of
5 inch Sewer pipe. Also one on East Side of river from Andro-
scoggin river to Marston Sewer using 1,524 feet of Sewer Pipe.
This vSewer was all ledge, which had to be blasted and which pro-
gressed very slowly. A small branch sewer was laid on High street
to F. Lord's using 58 feet of 4 inch pipe. Also a branch 430 feet of
eight inch pipe on First avenue. One near Cole's on west side 76
feet 6 in, pipe. One near Mr. Eastman's, west side, 64 ft. 6 in. pipe.
A sewer connecting onto main sewer: On First Avenue, back of
L- Roderick's running up to Jerico school, using 532 feet of sewer
pipe; 30 feet of 8 inch pipe of this was used on Madigan street. 200
ft. of sewer pipe was used in miscellaneous places for small connec-
tions, 84 connections being made on new and old sewers. All these
new sewers were laid in a proper way, being laid deep with large
sized pipe, covered with gravel and the waste of the street. The
frost cannot injure them in any way, and will not have to be troubled
for years to come, also some of the old sewers were recoved on First
avenue.
In conclusion I wish to return my thanks to His Honor, the
Mayor, to the City Council and to the Committee of Sewers, for
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their consideration in regards to matters relating to the Sewer De-
partment.
Respectfully submitted,
J. Coffey, Sewer Commissioner.
Inventory of the City Property.
44 feet 15 inch pipe $ T 3-75
3 feet 15 inch x 10 inch Y 1.41
1 foot 15 inch to 12 inch increaser .94
2 feet isinch bends.. 2.37
3 feet 10 inch bends 2.06
1 foot ioinch to8inch reducer .49
69 feet 10 inch pipe 10.21
33 feet 10 inchx4 inch Y's 7.32
6 feet 8 inch x 4 inch Y's 1.86
30 feet 6 inch x 4 inch Y's 3.37
1 foot 6 inch to 4 inch reducer .15
4 feet 4 inch pipe .20
3 feet 6 inch bend .82
9 feet 8 inch pipe 1.01
6 feet 4 inch soil pipe (iron) 1.00
1 Man hole cover, 12.00
7 Shovels, 3.50
6 Picks and handles, 1.50
3 Hand drills, .60
1 Hand drill hammer, .50
4 Steel bars, 3.00
2 5-8 cable 18 feet long, 11.00
1 Axe, -75
1 Toolbox, 3-°°
5 Stone wedges, 1.25
2 Iron spoons, .50
6 Shims and wedges, .50
18 Feet steel drills, 12.50
1 Large stone hammer, 1.00
10 Pick handles,... • 1.00
Cleaning rods, i-oo
1 Trowel or hammer, .40
$100.96
ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF CITY ENGINEER.
To his Honor, the Mayor, and the City Council;
Gentlemen:—I herewith submit the report of the work done
in the Engineer's Department for the past year.
Sewers.
On the east side of the river we have laid out and there has been
built a system, which with connections that were made with exis-
ting sewers, amply accommodates the residents of chat section. It
consists of 1060 feet of 10 in. pipe; 238 feet of 8 inch pipe; 76 feet of
6 inch pipe and 150 feet of 4 inch pipe.
On the west side of the G. T. R. R., we have completed connec-
tions near A. H. Eastman's and A. K. Cole's, besides running a
sewer past the Letourneau place, which amply supplies that sec-
tion. Another sewer was laid from the present sewer in rear of
Louis Roderick's residence to the Sessions school, with one or two
branches. They consist of 598 feet of 6 inch pipe, 460 feet of 8 inch
pipe and 50 feet of 5 inch pipe.
On the Heights, back of the High School building, sewers have
been laid out, consisting of 130 feet of 6 inch pipe, 191 feet of 5 inch
pipe and 288 feet of 4 inch pipe.
From High street to John Collins' residence, 347 feet of 5 inch
sewers have been laid, which accomodates a number of houses.
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From High street to rear of residence of Frank Lord, 58 feet of
4 inch sewer has been laid out.
Surface Drains.
No surface drains have been laid out the past year.
Sidewalks.
Grades and lines have been given for curbing on Mechanic
street in front of Buckley's and Stahl's; in Post Office square, in
front H. L. Steinfeld's; on High street in front of Dr. H. W. John-
son's; on Pleasant and Church streets, in front of Dr. A. Lavallee's.
Have also assisted the street commissioner in surveying the con-
crete laid.
New Streets.
Church street laid out to Portland street, 300 feet.
Pine street laid out, 930 feet.
Eight street, extension of 193 feet 6 inches.
Sweeden street, 1025 feet.
Oak street, extension to Willard street, 165 feet 6 inches.
Brown street from Main to Maple street.
Berlin Mills, 325 feet.
Wight street from West Milan road near J. H. Wight's to G. T.
R. R., 235 feet.
Miscellaneous.
A record of Highway Records has been compiled, also have as-
sisted the Berlin Street Railway in defining the bounds of Main
street.
Street Lines and Grades.
The lines of Pleasant street have been re-established, although
certain abuttors claims to be damaged thereby, and the matter is
now in the hands of the Council. The demand for correct lines
and grades on streets has increased the past year, as in some cases,
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the lines cannot be given, and no grades given upon the authority
of the city. The question arises as to whether or not it is time to
appropriate a surn of money for systematic work in this line, and
would ask your consideration upon this important question.
General Survey.
No work in this direction has been done, owing to lack of funds,
and it is respectfully recommended that an allowance be made for
the work.
We have no reliable map of Berlin, and a demand for one is
growing fast.
The numbering of the properties in Berlin was begun last year
by private parties rnd abandoned on account of reliable information
in this direction.
The post office department at Washington has suggested to me
the need of a numbered map in view of the probability of a free de-
livery of mail in this city, also the city assessors would find their
work more easy and less liable to error with a map to guide them.
Respectfully,
Charles B. Gifford, Civil Engineer,
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF THE CITY MARSHAL.
Berlin. N. H., February 15, 1900.
To 7he Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit for your consider-
ation the third anuual report of the city of Berlin Police Depart-










Attempting fraud and forger)- 1







Keeping spirituous liquors for sale, 145
Keeping a disorderly house, 4
Keeping unlicensed dogs, 3
Keeping unlicensed pool table 1
Larcency, 21
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Obtaining money under false pretense, i
Overdriving a horse, i
Whole number of persons furnished lodging, 251
Amount of property reported lost, I480.00
Amount of property recovered, 311.00
Complaints investigated, 123
Disturbances quelled without arrest, 102
Fast driving stopped, 19
Lost children restored to parents, 3
Stores found not secured, 1
Test of fire alarms, 284
Nuisances reported to Board of Health 12
Organization.
The organization of the Department at present is as follows:
City Marshall, Assistant Marshall, three Patrolmen and twenty
Special Reserve Officers.
By reference to the detailed reports of arrests it will be seen
that no crimes of a very serions nature have been committed. The
expense of the Police Department during the last year has been
somewhat less than the proceeding year, owing to the fact that
we have done the work with one less Patrolman. I wish to extend
my thanks to Mayor Noyes and members of the City Council for
their courteous treatment and to members of fhe Police Department
for the efficient manner in which they have discharged their several
duties. I would acknowledge my obligations to City Clerk Wm.
W. Burligame and to Judge George F. Rich for their advice and
assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
George S. Wilson, City Marshal.
Inventory of City Property.
(Including furniture in City building.)
4 Desks, $66.00
30 Chairs, 44.00
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2 Tables, 21.00
32 Curtains, 16.00
11 Yale locks, 19-5°
21 Keys, 6.45
14 Pair handcuffs, 56.00
20 Police clubs, 15,00
20 Nickel plated badges, ... 25.00
2 Revolvers, 11.50





4 Electric flash lights, 18.00
2 Blankets 1.50





4 Police calls, 2.00
4 Lamps, 2.75
#354-70
Less 30 per cent 106.41
$248.29
3 Safes 350.00
1 Coil half-inch rope 7.00
Total, $605.29
CITY SOLICITOR'S REPORT.
Berlin, N. H., February 13, 1900.
To the City Council of the City of Berlin:
In presenting the annual report of the City Solicitor it appears
to me there is little to say. There are but two suits now pending
against the City in the Supreme Court. One is an action brought
by Daniel J. Weare for injuries which he claims to have received
from slipping on a defective sidewalk; the other is an action
brought by Jesse Libby of Gorham for a defective laying out of a
highway across laud of the petitioner, as he claims.
There is also a notice before the Council ofHnjuries sustained to
Mrs. J. B. Carruthers in Berlin Mills Village in consequence of fal-
ling on a slippery sidewalk.
Heretofore, where these cases could be settled for a reasonable
sum I have advised doing so and may continue to do so, but when
the proper time comes, I think it will be good judgement to find
out whether the law relating to injuries sustained on highways
means what it says or something different.
There are several important matters, some of which have been
refered to this office, which should receive immediate attention.
Among them is the placing of gates at the various railroad cross-
ings in the city, the widening and straightening of the underpass
on Green street, the laying out of a highway across the Boston &
Maine R. R., on the east side of the river, where no public highway
exists, and the widening and straightening out of Pleasant street.
Upon the wdiole I think the City should congratulate itself up-
on the record made by this office since the formation of the city,
the fact that no large sum has been paid for damages and the gen-
eral healthy financial condition.
I desire to thank the Marshall and his officers for all they have
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done to make and preserve the condition of affairs I have above set
forth and refer to the report of the City Marshall for a more de-
tailed account of what this department has done.
Respectfully submitted,
WM. H. PAINE, City Solicitor. "
REPORT OF POLICE COURT.
Berlin, N. H., February 15, 1900.
To the Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen:—Herewith I beg to submit a report of the Police
Court of the City of Berlin for the year ending February 15, 1900.
Number of Civil Cases entered 185; number of complaints en-
tered, 310, for the following offenses, viz:
Adultery 2
Assault 28
Assault with intent to kill 1
Brawl and tumult 4
Breaking and entering and larceny 3





Gaining possession without lawful authority 1
Idle person 1
Keeping disorderly house 3
Keeping unlicensed dog 2
Larceny n
Maintaining common nuisance 1
Over-driving horse 1
Running billiard table without license 1
Throwing stones on street 1
To fine sureties of the peace 1
Violation of the liquor law 156
Total 310
These complaints were disposed of as follows:
Not prosecuted to judgement 2
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Tried and acquitted 9
Held to answer to Supreme Court 28
Paid fines 251
Committed to jail, for non-payment of fine 5
Appealed to Supreme Court 3
Released on promise of good behavior 1
1
Committed to jail in default of bail 8
Committed to House of Correction for non-payment of fine.. 15
Sentenced to House of Correction 1
Sentence suspended while respondent remains out of city.... 9
Amount of fines and costs received by Justice 18,375.
9
2
Amount deposited by Justice with City Treasurer 8,375.92
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE F. RICH, Justice.and Clerk.
DEPARTMENT OF POOR.
REPORT OF OVERSEER.
Berlin, N. H. P'ebruary 15, 1900.
To His Hono) the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Berlin ;
Gentlemen:—At the close of the fiscal year ending February
15th, the city pauper bills aggregate the sum of $1,108.53. The
amount appropriated for this purpose was $1,300. Showing that
although our City has grown considerably, the pauper bills have
been kept down to a reasonable amount. The conditions are about
the same as in 1898 and 1899. The most expensive case is that of
Mrs. M. G. Oleson and family (widow). I can see no alternative
than for the city to continue aid, in the same way.
Mrs. Oleson is confined to her bed, continually, and has three
small children who must be clothed, fed and schooled. She is
unable to do any work and we keep a girl for her at. $2.00 per week.
Furnish the rent and give her $4.00 per week with which she fur-
nishes the family witb provisions, clothes the children etc. I make
the above explanation of Mrs. Oleson' s case, for the benefit of
those who may criticise, not knowing the particulars, and who
simply look at figures.
As my report in County pauper cases, is made to the Com-
missioners, I do not consider it necessary or of any material import-
ance in this report, more than to say that it is very satisfactory. I
am taking accident cases, injuries, etc, to West Stewartstown and
using the County Farm as a hospital, which is a great saving in ex-
pense. The best of care and medical aid is furnished then, and the
institution is a credit to the County and I believe is the best in the
state.
For the year coming I have no particular recommendation to
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make. I believe with careful management, the bills can be kept
where they are at present.
Of course more money could be expended in relieving the
burdens of the poor, but I have always considered the office as one
of business, rather than that of philanthrophy and I believe no one
within our City has suffered.
I take this opportunity to thank the members of the City
Government who have assisted me, also many others who have
shown real interest in our unfortunates.
Respectfully submitted,
A. B. Forbush, Overseer of the Poor.
REPORT OF CITY PHYSICIAN.
To The City Comicil:
The ordinance regulating the duties of the City Physician gives
him no initiative whatsoever in the affairs of public health. He
has to furnish medical attendance upon patients directed to him by
the overseer of the city poor, and also attend contagious cases
quarantined by the health authorities only when snch cases are un-
able to provide for themselves and have asked assistance.
Some persons have the impression that the City Physician is obliged
to tieat all the contagious diseases free of charge, which is a misin-
terpretation of the ordinance.
The number of quarantined families assisted by the Board of
Health has been limited this year.
I have, in my official capacity, attended cases as follows:
Diphtheria - - - - - - - - - J5
Scarlet fever __.----_ 9
Miscellaneous __—-.__-.- 8
In this latter class are some chronic cases which require an al-
most continuous attendance.
I have also vaccinated, by the order of the Board of Health,
about 200 pupils.
Respectfully submitted,
A. LAVALLEE, City Physician.
SANITARY DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
BERLIN, N. H. February 15, 1900.
To His Honor the Mayor and City Council:
The Board of Health submits the following report for year
ending February 15th, 1900.
Appropriation, $400.00
Cost of caring for dumping station from April 21, 1899 to
January 24, 1900, $60.99
Cost of labor carding and fumigating houses for year 64.00
Cost of caring for sick under quarantine, 16,00
Cost of watchman at houses under quarantine, 35-00
Cost of printing at W. A. Boothby's 2.50
Cost of supplies for 1 family under quarantine, 9-7°
Cost of medicine used for vaccination and sulphur used for
fumigating (bill of C. Brook's) 1 1.60
James Moffet Secretary of Board of Health, expense to
Concord, 16.50
Cost of burying dead animals, 3.50
C. R. Denning bill for fumigating, sulphur and antitoxin, 25.43
James Moffet, salary, 50.00
Frank Brown, salary, 50,00
John Oswell, salary 50.00
James Moffet stamps and labor as Secretary of Board of
Health for year, 10.00
Total , .?405 .22
Nnmber of houses that have been under quarantine, 31
"
' cases of diphtheria reported to Board of
Health, 10
Number of cases of scarlet fever, 20
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Number of cases of membraenous croup,
For some special remarks and recommendation we invite your
attention to tbe following subjects.
From investigations made during the spring and summer we
found that some of the parties who were notified the }'ear previous
to connect their houses with the City Sewer as they were within
one hundred feet of same, did not comply with the notices. So the
Board of Health were obliged to force them to connect. The
total number of houses forced to connect with the City
Sewers is about fifty five. The Board would have succeeded in
getting qnite a number more to connect, but they found it im-
possible to get the City Council and sewer commissioner to com-
mence work on the sewers until the ground froze up and we could
not get the parties to connect this fall.
We also wish to call yonr attention to sewers put in by
recommendation of Board of Health. One running up behind the
the High School building taking in about 9 houses, branch from
High Street to Collins St., taking in 3 houses, short pieces running
from Stearns street to West Side School house and one short piece
running from A. K. Cole's house connecting with sewer on Western
avenue.
We would recommend that the city push the work in the sewer
department as the health of the city largely depends on good sewer-
age, and that the sewers are put in early in the summer so it will
give the parties, wanting to, a chance to get the houses connected
before the ground freezes up.
6
^
We would recommend that the City Council appoint a milk
and meat inspector, as we claim it for the interest of the public
health.
We would also like to recommend that the Citj' Clerk should
be instructed to keep a record of the cause of all death, so in case
the Board of Health should receive an application for disinterment,
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Organization.
COLUMBUS P. KIMBALL, Chairman, Term expires March 1900
HENRY W. JOHNSON, M. D., . . . Term expires March 1901
JOSEPH J. COBB, M.D Term expires March 1902
REPORT OF BOARD OF EDUCATION.
To The Mayor and Council of the City of Berlin:
Gentlemen:—Tha Board of Education have the honor to sub-
mit to you their fourteenth annual report.
The schools have been in session 37 weeks from February 15,
1899 to February 15, 1900. The statistics appended to this report
present a general exhibit of the number of buildings and of rooms,
of the enrolment and attendance of pupils, of the expenditures the
past year, and of the comparative cost for the last four years.
Buildings.
Number of school houses, February 1, 1900, 6
"
' occupied rooms, " i, 1900, 18
" ' " " " 1, 1900, 1
" ' sittings, February 1, 1900, 872
The total value of buildings, laud and furniture is estimated
at present at $32, 775.00. A detailed statement of the value of the
school property will be found at the end of this report.
We are pleased to note that the sanitary condition of the
Sessions building has been improved somewhat by placing flush
closets in it. The cramped arrangements of this building, and its
extremely economical construction made this work somewhat more
expensive then it would have been i-u one differently planned. The
roof has been repaired, but its construction is such that similar re-
pairs will be called for again within two years.
The heating apparatus, never adequate to the demands made
upon it, has at last succumbed to the continual forcing of the fire,
and is burned out beyond repair. An entirely new system will be
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required for next year. We shall refer to the means of meeting
this condition in speaking of the high school.
Last June, it was seen that with the beginning of the next year •
in September, a First grade would necessarily be placed in the
Marston building. This necessitated new furniture for the un-
furnished room, and it was put in in August. Every room in town
at present has its quota of furniture. The only unoccupied rooms
are one in the Mason Street building and one on Gates Hill. The
former will probably be occupied next year. The conditions at the
Brown school must be met in some way. This building consists
of one large room, seating about 52 pupils, and three very small
rooms, into which seats are so crowded that it is impracticable for
pupils or teacher to pass around the room. One of these small
rooms, by dint of crowding, seats 30 pupils, while the one below it
seats 40, with two pupils at each desk. There is no hall, but a
winding stairway runs from a small entry on the first floor to a
narrow passage on the second floor. There are at present 182 pupils
in this building, and the inconvenience of managing so many in so
small a space must be apparent to any one who has had any ex-
perience with school children. We consider this an expensive
building as the two small rooms together would make one good
room for one teacher, instead of requiring two teachers as at present.
The building answered the purpose perhaps at the time it was built,
but no thought of increase in number of pupils seems to have been
entertained. A glance at the comparative school attendance for the
past five years will show the increase during that time. Next Sep-
tember this house will be overcrowded, and accommodation for a
surplus must be found outside of it.
Another important cousideration is the ventilation of our school
rooms. Of the six buildings, four may be said to be well heated,
and two of these have a means of admitting a limited supply of
pure heated air. These are the Mason street building and the
Marston building. The other two, the High School building and
the Brown building have no method except by opening doors and
windows, a very inadequate and unsatisfactory manner of keeping
the air in healthful condition. The same is true of the Sessions
building which is not well heated. In none of the buildings is there
sufficient provision for the removal of impure air. In other words,
these buildings are a constant menace to the health of the children
confined in them. It would be interesting and instructive to go on
and discuss what is required in a healthful school building, but
there is hardly room for the discussion in this report, although
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we thiuk this the proper place for it. It is a subject which will
force itself upon our attention sooner or later, and for which pro-
vision must be made. It is our opinion that if our school rooms
were properly ventilated according to modern methods, there would
be fewer cases of contagious disease in the city, and a greater degree
of public health would prevail. Each room is supplied with a
thermoueter, and teachers and janitoi are instructed to maintain a
nearly constant temperature of sixty-eight degrees. In Europe,
the standard is sixty-four degrees. An eminent authority on hy-
giene speaks as follows. "One thing is very certain, and that is,
THAT THE DEGREE OF HEAT SHOULD NEVER BE REGULATED BY THE
TEACHERS, AMONG WHOM SO MANY IDIOSYNCRACIES EXIST, NOR
BY THE TOLERATION OF IT WHICH LONG HABITUATION ALWAYS
PRODUCES. If at this temperature (sixty-eight degrees) there is a
feeling of chill, it is because the circulation of the blood is not active
enough, the pupils being confined too long at their tasks without
exercise. You cannot make them warm by raising the temperature,
or if you succeed in so doing, it will be at the expense of headaches
and debility. Trust then to the thermometer rather than to
your own feelings, and remember that the time to correct bad
habits is at the beginning of the year, when pupils return to school
invigorated by their vacation. For if the children, as well as the
teacher become accustomed to an elevated temperature, a prefer-
ence for it is generated which is very difficult to eredicate."
When one considers how many of our school population come
from crowded tenement houses, where conveniences for maintain-
ing a proper degree of sanitation are extremely limited (in the ma-
jority of cases there are no conveniences at all) the necessity for
ventilation in our school rooms forces itself upon us in a somewhat
unpleasant manner.
Eoth the High school and the Marston building need a coat of
paint, especially the latter, which has never received but one coat,
put on when the building was finished. The grounds about the
Marston building are as yet in an unfinished condition. It was the
original plan to put in a terrace along Willard street, half way be-
tween it and the building. This should be done the coming summer.
An estimate of what will be required for these repairs and alter-
ation will be found elsewhere in this report.
The increased efficiency of the high school is making itself
prominent owing to lack of room. Next September, a class of over
20 pupils will enter the school, and the small recitation room is not
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large enough to meet the increasing demands made upon it from year
to year. Further, instruction in the important branches of natural
science, physics and chemistry, for the past six years, has neces-
sarily- been of the most superficial and theoretical character. We
referred to this subject in our last report as the weakest part of our
high school instruction. This is because there have been no facili-
ties for experimental work b)' the pupils. Now we have recently re-
ferred to the fact that the Brown school is crowded, and that next
fall, thirty or forty pupils who belong in that building, will find
absolutely no accommodation in it for them. What will be done
with them? It is out of the question to add a wing to any part of
this building. But your committee, after due consideration of the
matter, have concluded that by building an addition on the rear of
the high school building, both problems, viz:—that of providing
for the surplus at the upper village, and also for the high
school proper, will be solved in a way both practical and economical.
This addition can be 30 feet wide and extend 35 feet in the rear.
The lower floor can accommodate the fifth grade from Berlin Mills,
and the upper be devoted to the needs of the high school, and in-
clude two recitation rooms, one of which can be fitted for science
instruction. This addition will necessitate a new boiler. The one
now in use can be put in the Sessions school ( a new- heating ap-
paratus is demanded there, as the present furnace is burned out
)
and a new and larger boiler placed in the high school. A prominent
builder has informed us that the cost of this addition will be about
$2,000 beside heating, which will be $1,000 more.
This is a matter requiring immediate attention. If it is post-
poned for a year, we shall be put to the expense of transporting an
entire school from the Mills to the lower village, provided accom-
modation can be found there for them, which is highly improbable.
In that case, we are at a loss to know what can be done without
seriously crippling the work. But the the problem of accommo-
dations always arises. So long as four or five hundred boys and
girls are not registered in any school in the cuy, and more or less
of them are liable at any time to ask admission to our schools, so
long must lack of room constantly threaten to involve us in serious
embarrassment and expense.
Reading.
Instruction in reading in our schools has three distinct objects
in view.-—PMrst, to put the pupil in possession of a sufficiently
large vocabulary that he may grasp the meaning of a printed passage
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easily and rapidly, thus fitting him for silent reading, which is
nine-tenths of the reading that he will do after leaving school.
Second, to develop a taste for good reading, and to cultivate
the reading habit. Third, to train hirn to express the printed
thought orally, in a manner easily intelligible to his hearers; and
this is the remaing tenth of his reading in after life.
To acquire the ability to read is no slight task. It is believed
to be the chief work of the early years of school life. No pupil can
enter upon the study of arithmetic, geography, history, or gram-
mar, without first having learned to read with some degree of
rapidity and ease. Because of this the burden of the work, the
largest proportion of time, of the first four or five years should be
given to the teaching of reading. Teachers are united in agreeing
that instruction in reading should begin as soon as the child enters
school. Success in other branches demands this. Second, it is
believed that, in the case of most children, the ability to read must
be acquired in the schools. The homes in which this training is
given are so few, comparatively, that they may be ignored in the
consideration of the instruction of the masses. Third, most of the
best literature ean be read by pupils between the ages of six and
sixteen. Some authority whom we cannot name now, says that a
a pupil who does not acquire a taste for good reading before he is
fifteen, seldom or never has a taste for it afterward. We recall
another authority who says tliat the boy who doesn't care to read
Shakespeare before he is fifteen, will never care for it.
Again, there is a general agreement amongst teachers that the
ability to read can come only from much reading. By this we
mean the ability to "read at sight," which is the kind of reading
we all do after leaving school. When the writer was in school
twenty years ago, the reading matter was limited to a series of five
or six books. These were read, most of them beingused two years
in succession, until we could repeat pages from them. There is no
doubt but that we read them well, but it was not sight reading.
Under these conditions, reading is an exercise of memory and of
imitation—a process which dwarfs rather than expands the mind.
We were taught the mechanical parf of reading, and then turned
adrift to read dime novels, "penny-dreadfuls," or anything which
might come our way. This method, which "teaches a child to
read without teaching him what to read," says Charles Dudley
Warner, "is putting a dangerous weapon in his hands." Pres. G.
Stanley Hall said recently that "the school has no right to teach
how to read without doing much more than it now does to direct
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the taste and confirm the habit of reading what is good rather
than what is bad." Thus the primary purpose of teaching read-
ing is to teach what to read, and to develop a taste for reading,
and for reading good literature.
For this purpose, our schools should be supplied with the best
literature. The children should have books of poetry, of fiction,
biography, etc., not fragments, but complete works, and they
should have a fairly liberal supply. In a city like Berlin, where
the literary standard of many homes is not as high as in older
communities, thi^ is doubly important. Lowell, in "Books and
Reading" says "Cato's advice, 'consort with the good,' is quite
as true if we extend it to books, for they, too, insensibly give
away their own nature to the mind that converses with them.
They either beckon upwards or drag down."
This movement for. the substitution of standard literature for
the old time "scrappy" readers, has the hearty support of such
leaders in education as Pres. Eliot of Harvard ; Pres. Oilman of
Johns Hopkins University ; Pres. Hall of Clark University ; Pres.
W. E. Harper of Chicago University ; Edward Clarence Stedman ;
Horace E. Scuddef ; W. E. Maxwell, Supt. of Schools in New
York City ; C. A. McMurry, Illinois State Normal University ;
O. T. Corson, Commissioner of Schools for State of Ohio, and
many others of equal authority. "To my mind," says Mr. Corsen,
"the great problem in education to-day is the development of the
reading habit, the training of boys and girls to love good literature,
and I am quite sure that one of the best ways to solve this problem
is to select from the master-pieces and study them as wholes."
Supt. Maxwell says, "In my judgment, there has been no reform
•in public school work duriug the past few years of greater import-
ance or more lasting benefit than the substitution of reading matter
of the master-pieces of the best authors for the old-time school
readers. The acquisition of the art of reading is beneficial only
when it brings with it a taste for good reading. If a taste for bad
reading is developed, reading were better left untaught. The best
way to acquire a taste for good reading, and to eradicate the taste
for bad reading is to read the best authors, and to read them entire
and not by fragments."
In the execution of this work, the teacher is the most im-
portant factor. The value of the teacher's individuality is well
shown in Dr. McMurry' s "Special Methods in Reading" in which
he speaks as follows :—"There is a double advantage in using the
best master-pieces which are adapted tothe spirit and temper of the
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children in the successive grades. The great body of our teachers
need the culture that comes from these literary treasures. Let no
teacher think he is humbling himself by reading children's litera-
ture. If all the teachers of our land could be induced to enter
upon a careful reading of a dozen classics for children, the temper
of school teaching in this country would be changed for the better."
Supt. Balliet, Springfield, Mass., says:—"To lead pupils to enjoy
it, the teacher must enjoy it himself. A teacher who cannot do
this, may have the brains to teach algebra, but no soul to teach
literature. To arouse interest, the story or plot must be constantly
kept before the minds of the class."
Such authorities as these, supporting the position we have
taken, are sufficient guarantee that we are on the right track, and
the fact itself may be considered as evidence that our schools are
not lagging in their methods nor far behind the best schools in the
state in the quality of work done.
Next year we hope to be able to present an outline of what our
pupils are reading in all grades, but the length of this report
makes it advisable that that part be omitted this year.
Spelling.
Some ten or fifteen years ago, it was thought best, in most
New England cities, to dispense with spelling books. It was
thought that spelling could be relieved of much of its dryness if
teachers were to select the words for each lesson from the text-
books in use in school, in other studies. The plan has not been
an unqualified success, as it virtually forced each teacher to com-
pile a spelling-book of her own. Your Board are of the opinion
that the ability to spell has deteriorated in all schools where this
has been done, and we propose to re-introduce the spelling-book in
all grades as rapidly as may be. The old plan (of doing without
books) commended itself on the score of economy, but while it
proved to be economical in one direction, it was far too expensive
in another.
Expenditures.
The amount expended for school purposes is $11,465.22, being
an average of $17.04 for each pupil, using the average membership
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of the fall term, 1899, as a basis. These expenses include the fol-
lowing items:
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pupil to the city,both total cost, and cost for supplies, has steadily
decreased. The cost of educating each pupil in 1896 was $3 2 . 1 2
.
For the year ending June, 1899, the cost was $18.76. This is below the
average throughout the state, which in 1897 was #20. 16. If our schools
had decreased in efficiency along with this decrease in the per capita
cost, there would be no satisfacticn in the contemplation of these
figures. But we are getting double the returns this year that we
did four years ago, and though the attendance has nearly or quite
doubled since then, the expense has been lessened to one fourth,
proportionately. Other statistics will be found in tables at the end
of this report.
Text Books.
The number of text-books in use, February 15, 1900 is 4496, dis-
tributed as follows:
Text-books. Reference Books.
High School Building 2022 31
Brown 523 17
Marston 647 49
Mason street 271 21
Sessions 51 o
Wheeler 25 o
Supply room, Marston School 839
The number of books worn out and discarded at the end of the
year is 189; 239 have books been returned to the publishers during the
year, in exchange for new ones. It is estimated that about twenty-
five books are missing.
The cost per pupil for text-books this year has been seventy-
five cents, and for paper, pencils and other supplies, forty-five cents
using as a basis the average membership for the fall term, 1899,
The total cost per pupil is $r.2i. Dr. Campbell, principal of the
N. H. State Normal school, recently said that he considered #1.50 a
fair sum to be expended in supplies and books for each pupil, al-
though the average through the state is somewhat less than that.
Mid-Winter Promotion.
This plan, of promoting pupils, who are capable of doing more
than the average required work, to the next higher grade in the
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middle of the year has been in operation for three years. During
that time eleven pupils have been thus promoted while in Grades
VI, VII and VI] I, and the results have been most satisfai tory in
every way. These mid-year promotions are of great benefit to the
pupils promoted, and they also effect a saving to the city. For if
eleven pnpils each save a year's attendence at school, there is a sav-
ing of eleven years in the aggregate for one pupil, or a saving of
eleven times the cost to the city of the education of one pupil for
one year. Further than this, the possibility of promotion in the
winter term does away with the cast-iron inflexibility of the graded
system, which is the one serious objection to it. A high authority
speaks as follows: "A child should be removed from a grade as
soon as it is evident that he is either over-taxed, or not taxed
enough." By this scheme of mid-year promotions, the graded
system becomes adjusted to the child, and not the child to the sys-
tem. In accordance with this arrangement, one pupil in the High
School, did the work of the five upper grammar grades in three
years,and maintained a uniformly-high rank during the whole time.
To have asked this pupil to have occupied the other two years in
doing the work would have been an injustice to her, to her parents,
and indirectly to the tax-payers.
Plaus similar to this are in operation Lewiston, Me., Cambridge,
Mass., Keene, N. H., Woburn, Mass, Elizabeth, N. J., Dayton, O.,
and in many other places.
Hon. Frank A. Hill, secretary of the Ma^s. State Board of Ed-
ucation, in a recent report, writes as follows: "The conviction is
becoming strong that the grading of children should be of a more
plastic or flexible sort, that opportunities should be more frequent
for children to move along in their studies To retain
the advantages of grades and classes on the one hand, and to re-
spect tbe varying rates of individual development on the other;
this is a problem on whose solution many are hard at work. There
are possibilities here of great savings in the money cost of the
schools as well as in the intellectual progress of the pupils."
The standard required for promotion in March is 90 per cent,
out of a possible 100, on the entire marked work of the first and
second terms. No pupil can expect to attain this rank unless ex-
ceptionally quick to "catch on" to new work, and endowed with an
unusually retentive memory. But every year there are a very few
whose abilities are of this order, and such pupils should be allowed
to advance at a more rapid rate than those of average capacity.
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Next year, the Board will consider the advisability of extending
this system to grades below the sixth.
High School.
Under the able management of our principal, the High School
has risen to a higher plane than at any previous time in its history.
More work is being done, and being done in a more thorough man-
ner than heretofore. The lessons are such as ought to be required
of earnest students, and so far as we know, the pupils bend them-
selves to unwonted tasks with a will and perseverence that is of
lasting credit and benefit to them. Owing to a slight readjustment
of the work in natural science, by which a year's time is saved in
one study without loss of study, we are able to round out the in-
struction in mathematics by a course in solid geometry and trigo-
nometry, for which there has hitherto been no time. Beicles being
of some practical benefit, these studies afford the far higher value
of being excellent means for mental training, the chief end of a
high school course. There are people who persistently misunder-
stand the reason for the existence of a high school, who therefore
consider many of the studies taught there as "frills and fads;" who
because its graduates cannot at once, without previous preparation,
appear at the top of any particular trade or business, stigmatize it
as impractical, of no nse, an ornamental appendage to to the public
school system, etc. Even the pupils themselves often are mistaken
as to why they are in the High School, and seem to think that the
sole reason is that they may become more or less acquainted with
the studies taught there, and that if in five years they have forgot-
ten the greater part or all they learned there, the time spent was
wholly and utterly wasted. Nothing could be farther from the
truth. There is such a thing as mental training. It increases a
person's usefulness at least as much as the usefulness of a trained
horse is above that of an unbroken colt. The appliances used in
training a colt may be and often are, of no use after his training is
accomplished, but it would be absurd to decry their value, because
they were of no further utility.
The studies in a high school are so many appliances for mental
culture, needful, perhaps, only in training boys and girls to be use-
ful and civilizing influences in the community, but, neverthless, in-
valuable in their place.
It is through a false notion of catering to this delusion concern-
ing the high school, the seemingly impractical value of its courses,
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that such branches as type-writing, short-hand, etc., are sometimes
introduced into the curriculum. These studies fit for special lines
of work and the high school is not a trade school in any sense. If we
introduce type-writing and short-hand, why not also introduce
blacksmithing and dressmaking? There is as much sense in the
ducing of the former as of the latter.
Boston business men recognize the value of high school training.
In a recent issue of the "Journal" we noted an advertisement for a
boy wanted in a wholesale woolen goods house, "graduate of
high school preferred." Such advertisements are common in
the papper mentioned. It is not because a knowledge of Latin, or
of geometry, or of history, is necessary in the woolen business. It
is because the mind trained by means of these studies, is superior
and worth more in any business, than a mind which has been
without of such discipline.
p
We are pleased to note that the total registration in the high
school this year is greater than ever before, 54 pupils being enroll.
ed in the fall term.
Training Department.
There are at present two pupil teachers attending the training
school, onea graduate of the Berlin high school, and the other of
Searsport, (Me.) high school. This department aims to train
young ladies who have the necessary qualifications, to become
acquainted in a practical manner, with the best methods of pri-
mary work. There is no intention of training for the higher grades.
The results thus far are such as fully justify the continuance of the
school. In Berlin, the chief benefit lies in the fact, that with one
exception, all our first grade teachers are graduates of our own
training school, and thus the instruction in these grades has a
uniformity in method which is highly desirable, and well-nigh
doubles their efficiency. Further, having at all times a number of
our own trained teachers from which to make a selection, we are
enabled to secure better teachers than if we depended upon various
training schools elsewhere. Similar departments are found in con-
nection with the public schools of Portland, Me., Manchester, N.
H., Nashua, Chelsea, Mass., Woburn, Somerville, Lowell, Quincy,
Natick, Lewiston, Me., and numerous other places where the
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schools are alive and. progressive. It is proper to say in this con-
nection, that there seems to be a mistaken idea throughout the
city, that the trainers are such a help to the schools, that the
!. inl ought and virtually does agree to give every trainer a salaried
position in the schools whenever one occurs. There is no such
agreement. We consider that instead of the city owing the trainer
a position, the trainer owe-;; something to the city, and we require
graduates to agree to teach at least one year on salary to pay this
debt IF THEIR SERVICES ARE REQUIRED. Trainers are admitted
solely for their own profit—the schools are only benefitted indirectly
thereby, and their presence is often extra trouble to the teacher in
charge of the school. It should be distinctly understood that the
city incurs no obligation to give trainers employment. Further,
every trainer is requested to substitute in grades where she is able,
and receive no pay therefor, during the first eighteen weeks of her
training. After the eighteenth week, the teacher whose place she
fills, is expected to pay her at the rate of $1.00 per day.
Superintendence.
At the last meeting of the legislature, an ace was passed where-
by towns of less than a certain valuation and not employing a sup-
erintendent of schools, shonld receive sufficient aid from the state
to pay one half the salary of such an official. Now a competent
man, trained for the work, could be secured for $1200 a year. Such
a man could divide his time between Berliti and some other town
like Gorham, Whitefield or Milan, in the proportion of three days
in Berlin and two days in the other town, and while the state paid
half his salary, three-fifths of the other half, or #360, would be paid
by Berlin, and the remaining two-fifths by the other town. It is
needless to go over the advantages, the increased efficiency of the
school work, that would result from adequate supervision. There
is as much need of superintendence in a system of twenty graded
schools like ours, as there is in a system of paper mills, and for the
same reason, viz:—increased returns from the capital invested.
We have harped on this string so much in previous reports, that it
seems superfluous to say more than we have already done. We
commend the subject to the careful and practical consideration of
the Committee on Public Instruction and of the Mayor. We feel
that the value of business-like supervision has heretofore been
either lost sight of, or else strangely underestimated.
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School Census.
April, 1899.
Population of City, April, 1899 8,021
Boys between 5 and 16 years of age 901
Girls " " " " " " " 847
Total 1,748
Boys in public schools 317
Girls " " " 283
Total 600
Boys in parochial school 310
Girls " " " 286
Total 596
Boys not attending any school 271
Girls " " " " 277
Total 548
Boys attending out of the city 3
Girls " " " " " 1
Total 4
Boys working contrary to law 24
Girls '• " " " 12
Total 36
The number of children in the city between 5 and 16 years of
age in April 1899, was 1748, an increase of 124 over last year. Of
these 600 were said to be in the public schools, 596 attending the
convent, and 548 were not enrolled in any school. 106 between the
ages of 10 and 16 years could not read the English language. Four
were attending private schools out of town, and 36 were engaged in
the mills and shoe factory, although contrary to the statute. A table
is appended showing the distribution of children by wards.
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Ward 1 210 181 190 3 584 34
Ward 2 170 257 207 1 635 51
Ward 3 220 158 151 o 529 21
Totals 600 596 548 4 1,748 106
An examination of this table shows that the number of children
in each ward above 10 years of age who cannot read English, is in
inverse proportion to the number who attend the public schools.
In that ward where public school attendance is largest, we find the
smallest number who cannot read English.
Schools.
The number of schools in each grade in vSeptember 1899 was as
follows:
—












High school, (men 1, women 1) 2
Grades VI to IX included 3
Grades I to V included 13
Mixed school, 1
Graded schools, (one grade in a room) 13
Semi-graded, (two grades in a room) 3
*Pupils.
New pupils entering in fall term 161
Whole number pupils enrolled September, 1899, 789
*These statistics are for_the fall term, 1899, not for the entire year.
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Average daily attendance,
5 87
Average number in High school, 45
Average number, Grades VI to IX, 121
IV and V 135
" I to III 361
" Mixed School 10
Total average number belonging 672
Number pupils in largest school (Session, Room 1).. 60
Number pupils in smallest school (Wheeler) 14
Cost per pupil for text-books and supplies, year
ending February 15, 1900 $ L21
Cost per pupil for tuition, year ending February 15,
: 9°o $11.49
(The basis of these averages is the average number enrolled in
the fall term, current year.)
The increase in enrolment over the past year is 57, while the
average daily attendance is two less than that of the fall term of
last year. We are at a loss to account for this falling off in attend-
ance, but it means that parents are still oblivious of the importance
of regularity in this particular. Until pupils can be made to attend
punctually every session of school they must not blame their
teachers if they are not promoted at the end of the year.
The average number belonging to the schools, taken from the
fall registers is 672, an increase of 23 over that of last fall. 161
pupils entered the schools last September, who were never before
enrolled. The discrepancy between the increase in the average
membership (23) and the number of new pupils entering (161) is to
be accounted for by the fact that pupils leave school in large num-
bers between grades V and VII.
Only 30 per cent of all pupils go beyond the sixth grade, as
will be seen from the table showing the distribution of pupils by
ages and grades through all the schools. In other words, 70 per
eent of our pupils leave school before they are thirteen years old.
The average school life of children in the Berlin public schools is
3.6 years. In Massachusetts it is seven years, and through the
rest of the states it is four years, so that in Berlin it is .4 of a
year less than the average in the Union.
The table referred to also shows the average age. in each grade,
the per cent of the total enrolment in each grade, and the number
of pupils in each grade.
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Recommendations.







Text-books and supplies 800.00
Total $i3.i34-oo
Amount expected from the state 1,500.00
Amount to be raised by taxation $11,634.00
It is to be hoped that these several amounts will not be cut
down. By referring to the report of last year, it will be seen that
the sum there recommended for the year just closed was but $35-oo
in excess of the amount actually expended. Your committe have
carefully gone over the probable cost of the several items incurred
in running the schools for another year, and have placed the above
figures as low as is possible withont crippling the service.
COLUMBUS P. KIMBALL, 1 Board
HENRY W. JOHNSON, o
JOSEPH J. COBB. J Education
February 14, 1900.
Note —since this report was written, the Board of Education
have learned that the salaries of the Board have this year been paid
from the school appropriation instead of from the general appropri-
ation for salaries as heretofore. No allowance was made for this

























The graduating exercises of the Class of '99 occured June 16 at










Of the above, Miss Lang received honors in history and math-
ematics. Miss Forrest received honors in histary.
The program was as follows:
Prayer Rev. A. T. Craig.
Salutary. Was it Murder? Martha Estelle Forest.
Essay. Doors Now Open to Women, Caroline E. Wheeler.
Class History, Merle J. Holt.
Oration. Gems in Columbia's Crown, Edward B. McGee.
Class Prophecy, Frank J. Dooley.
Valedictory. Loyalty, Maud E. Lang.
Conferring of Diplomas, Chairman School Board
Benediction, Rev. W. P. Ladd.
























Valuation of School Property.
Marston school, land and furniture, $12,000.00
High school, " " " 10,300.00
Mason street school, land and furniture 5,000.00
Brown school, land and furniture, 3,000.00
Sessions school, laud and furniture, 2,000.00
Wheeler school, laud and furniture, 475-oo
Total $ 32,775 00
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CITY OF BERLIN, N. K,
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, 1900.
Organization.
HENRY W.JOHNSON, M.D., Chairman, Term expires March 1900
HERBERT I. GOSS Term expires March 1901
FRED L. CLEMENT Term expires March 1902




Berltn, N. H., February, 15, 1900.
To His Honor the Mayor, and the City Council of the City of
Berlin:
Gentlemen:—The Trustees of the Public Library herewith
submit their seventh annual report, being that for the year ending
February 15, 1900. For statistics of circulation, we refer you to the
report of the Librarian, which is appended.
The financial status is as follows:
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation $650.00
Fines, balance from Librarian 25.00
Total $675.00
EXPENDITURES.
DeWolf Fiske & Co., books #127.39
Hattie L. Johnson, Librarian, 200.00
F. M. Clement, rent of rooms 175.00
Berlin Elec. Light Co., 11 inc. lights and supplies 58.76
Library Bureau, supplies 56.00
Norman H. White, book binding 20.55
F. L. Sanders " " 1742
U. S. Government, 500 stamped envelopes 10.60
Childs & DeGoll, books 3.00
C. C. Gerrish & Co., curtains, etc 4.01
G. W. Gordon, glazing 3.00
E.J. Barney, printing 2.50
H. W. Johnson, books purchased 2.50
Chas. S. Clark, sundries 2.25
Total $682.00
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We are pleased to call your attention to the explicit report of
of the librarian, and to what she states in regard to the improve-
ment in the character of the circulation. The fact that the per
cent, of fiction reading has dropped to .80 is itself one of the en-
couraging signs of the times in Berlin. During the first complete
year of the library's existence, the per cent, was 96, if we remember
correctly. In Dover it is about 50. Next year we hope to lower
our record to at least 75.
It seems to the trustees that there never was a time when so
many boys and girls were using the library, both for pleasure and
profit, as now. More provision must be made for them, and the
shelves must be well stocked with good, wholesome juvenile litera-
ture for their use. Library patrons can be divided into two classes;
first, those who desire books merely for recreation and amusement,
or to while away idle hours; second, the student class, (not the
schools, exclusively ) who are seeking defiinite knowledge. The
former, in any community, is by far the more numerous. In the
selection of books, your trustees endeavor, as far as they are able,
to deal justly with both classes, although we confess to a weakness
in favor of the latter class. Then, too, there are certain standard
works, without which a library is manifestly incomplete, but which
are seldom called for. How far we should cater to the fickle de-
mands of the moment, which call for the latest successful sensa-
tion, and how far we should respond to our judgment as to what
books obviously belong in a good library, whether called for or not,
is a problem with which we are still struggling. While we have
added the usual amount of fiction this year, we think we have in-
creased the accessories in other departments, particularly history,
at a greater rate than last year. The needs of the school children
are constantly kept in mind, and the way in which they devour
what wTe place before them is ample evidence that our work in their
direction is appreciated and bearing fruit. To the teachers belongs
most of the credit for what is accomplished in this line. There
never has been a year when they have done as much to introduce
their pupils to the library, and to show them not only what may be
found there, but also how to find it, as the year just closed. Much
remains to be done, and we look forward hopefully to further ad-
vance in this direction in the year to come. We firmly believe that
the two principal factors in the salvation of Berlin, in raising its in-
tellectual level, are the schools, particularly the high school, and
the library. And on its intellectual status depends its future.
There is no better way to accomplish this than by giving lib-
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eral support to its educational institutions and its churches. With-
out these, it would be uninhabitable. We have no reason to find
fault with the manner in which the Council have dealt with us.
We consider our appropriation a fair and even liberal allowance,
other things being considered. Berlin is an expensive place in
which to do anything, whether one digs a ditch or manages a libra-
ry. Our rent bill and light bill make inroads on our appropria-
tion, which are not felt by town housing its library in a muni-
cipal building. We know towns in this county where the library
pays neither for rent, heat nor lights, and such a library can make
a better showing for the money appropriated than we are able to do.
But we doubt if any library is getting better results for its labors,
either in the schools or among the reading public.
For the ensuing year we recommend the same appropriation as
last year, $650.00. An extra $50.00 could be well invested in the
electrical department, which has but a meagre supply of books,
which are, however, handled and turned over again and again by
those engaged in that special line of work. Some years ago, Mr.
John H. Wilson gave an entire set of works on practical electricity
to this department, which were of much value; indeed, they con-
stitute its basis, but few have been added since. It should be
generally known that the trustees are glad to receive requests or
suggestions regarding books considered desirable for the library,
and blank forms for making requests can be had of the librarian.
Suggestions made verbally, or in any other way than on the forms
provided, are apt to be forgotten.
H. W. Johnson,
Herbert I. Goss, J- Trustees.
F. M. Clement,
Berlin, N. H., Feb. 16, 1900.
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
To the Trustees of the Public Library of the City of Berlin :
Gentlemen:-—I have the honor to submit my seventh annual
report. The statistics of circulation are as follows :
Whole number of accessions, Feb. r, 1899, 2i576
Volumes purchased since then, 147
Volumes donated, 72
Total added during year, 221
Whole number accessories, Feb 1, 1900, 2>797
Number of days open to public, 306
Number of volumes delivered for home use i3>77i
Largest number in one day, Dec. 2, '99, 172
Largest number in one month, !-349
Average number per day, 45
Borrower's cards used during year, 304
Non-fiction cards used during year, 39
Whole registration , 751
Valuation of books, $ 2,800
Valuation of fixtures, 285
Total 13,085
Circulation by Classes.
Fiction, 11,025 Biography,, 152
History, 641 Useful Arts, 104
Magazines, 431 Fine Arts , 89
General Literature, 415 Social Science, 83
Travels, 352 Religion, 58
Satire and Humor, 215 Philosophy, 21
Natural Science 173 Philology, 12




Cards, Catalogues, etc., 1.25
Total $52.08
EXPENDITURES.
American Express Co., $ 9.32
P'red Oleson, services, 8.00
Robert Goebel, " 4.00
Mae Bickford, " 2.50
Cleaning, etc. , 75
Sundries .60
Total $25.17
Paid to City Treasurer, $25.00
Cash on hand, Feb. 15, 1900 1.91
Total.
A comparison of the circulation by classes shows a gratifying
increase in the proportion of books other than fiction. While the
increase in fiction-reading over last year is but 31 per cent, that of
history is 86 per cent; travels, 130 per cent, and natural science
no per cent. Last year, 86 per cent of the circulation was fiction.
This year it is 80 per cent. This is not because people are reading
less fiction, but because they read more non-fiction. This means
that the patrons of the library are beginning to use the institution
less as a means of recreation, and more as a place for self-instruc-
tion, that the library is taking a deeper and more beneficial hold
upon the public than heretofore, and that there is an increasing
demand for something besides a novel. This is, in a measure, due
to the attitude towards the library of many of our teachers, but
more to various devices by which readers are introduced to books
other than fiction.
Many of the teachers ars using the library in a way that is
gratifying. Mr. Wight, Misses Whittum and Stanley have especially
encouraged library reading among their pupils. Our method is to
select twelve or twenty books, suited to children just acquiring a
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taste for "long stories," and send them at the request of a teacher,
to his school room. The teacher loans them to pnpils, and at the
end of two weeks they are returned, and thus the school becomes
practically a branch of the public library. In this way, much is
done in getting children to form the reading habit, and to acquire a
taste for good reading, rather than for the "blood and thunder"
style of literature which abounds in murderous adventures, mon-
strous and impossible incidents of love, vice, and so-called virtue.
Students from the upper grammar grades as well as from the
high school are using the resources of the library in the preparation
of their lessons, particularly in history. They also resort to the
library for material for debates, searching through cyclopedias,
dictionaries, and other aids, for arguments and illustrations. To
meet the demands of this kind of use, taxes the reading room sorely
on account of limited space, but it is the highest use to which the
library can be put.
An important innovation is the action of the State library at
Concord in placing its volumes at the disposal of town libraries
through the state. By this means, it is possible for any person
making written application, to borrow through our library, any
volume in the State institution. Several have availed themselves of
this privilege during the year. The only expense is the payment of
the express both ways on the volume borrowed.
Another step in advance is the issuing of non-fiction cards to
those who desire them, in addition to the ordinary cards, thus allow-
ing persons to take two books from the library at the same time,
on condition that one at least must be a book which is nol fiction.
These cards are cherry-color, and, it is believed, have done much
toward opening a broader field of literary vision.
During the seven years of its existence the librae has lost ten
books. In a city like Berlin, where so many of its population are
"transients," the wonder is that the number lost is not greater.
Eternal vigilance on the part of the librarian is the only safe guard
against greater loss. Miles have been traveled, visit after visit paid
to the same family, by the librarian in order to recover some book
heedlessly mis-laid, or sub-loaned to some friend. Letters have
been written to nearly every eastern state to recover books carried
away by parties who neglected either to return the work, or to
notify of change of address, as is required by the regulations. The
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ten books were borrowed by people who simply disappeared during
the night, as it were, leaving no trace or trail behind.
Twenty-two books have been thrown aside as no longer in
condition for use. One book was destroyed by the fire in the Cote
block. Four, exposed to contagious diseases, were burned.
Unbound volumes of magazines have been given by Mr. Hiram
Rowell, Rev. W. P. Ladd, Mr. W. E. Taft, Mr. Chas. R. Denning,
Mr. W. D. Bryant, Mrs. Geo. Rurgess and Mrs. P. T. Pepin.
Framed pictures have been given by Mr. Ladd, The Friday Night
Club, and Dr. P. T. Pepin. Recently, February 8, the ladies of
the various religious societies provided a supper, which netted the
library #64.33. Of this sum, $35 is alread}' expended for Winsor's
valuable History of the United States in eight volumes, and the
balance will be expended later under direction of the trustees.
No printed list of books has been published since September,
1896. There is urgent need of such a list, containing those added
since that time. I commend this to your immediate attention.
More freedom than ever before has been allowed this year in
permitting access to the shelves. Indeed, the high school students
have been given the greatest latitude in this regard. And they
have used their privileges with such discretion, that the custom will
be continued indefinitely.
The subjoined table shows the comparative circulation for the










The variation in these figures is somewhat misleading, In i8c8
the library was thrown open every day in the week instead of three
days, as before, but it was not generally known. This lowers the
average per day. In 1899 the total circulation dropped, because
people spent so much time reading war news, little was left them
for any other literature.
Notable books added during the year are Lodge's History of
Year ending
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the Revolution. Winsor's "Westward Movement," Winsor's "Nar-
rative and Critical History of the United States."
Books have been donated as follows:
United States Government 23
Dr. H. W.Johnson 13
Part proceeds of supper, February 8, 1900 8
Rev. W. P. Ladd 6
Mr. Arthur Parker 5
Mr. E. F. Osgood 3
Board of Education 3
Mrs. E. B. Jewell 2
Mrs. Chas. Clarke
Mr. N. G. Cram
Miss Hallie Wilson
Miss Hattie L- Johnson
Miss Alice G. Mason....
Mrs. Kate Whiting Patch
Mr. Franklin Mckenzie
Harvard University
Mrs. N. G. Cram
72
In conclusion the librarian takes this opportunity of express-
ing her appreciation of the helpful services of her assistants during
the year, Masters Fred Oleson, Robert Goebel, and Miss Bickford,
whose faithfulness and reliability has contributed so largely to
whatsoever measure of success has been attained during the twelve-
month just closed.
Respectfully submitted,
HATTIE L. JOHNSON, Librarian.
Assessor's Recommendations.
To the Mayor and City Coiouil:
Gentlemen:-—It is to be regretted, that in your judgment, it
was thought best to put off the procuring of such maps as were re-
commended in the last report. They would assist the officers in
this department very much in ascertaining if all -of the taxable
property was really upon the books. It need not necessarily be ac-
complished in one year but might be started in sections and com-
pleted in the course of years. We hope for the benefit of our suc-
cessors you may be able to see your way clear for this in the near
future.
We would also reeommeud that when you appoint a board of
assessors that they shall serve the city as long as the collector does
for that year, and that all abatements shall be made by the officers
who assessed the taxes. These taxes are consigned to the collector
under circumstances connected with the valuation of property
known only to that board, and they have made their valuation ac-
cording to their best judgement, consequently it seems hardly fair
to them, or to the city, to allow another board to sit upon their
work. This would not be necessary if it was the custom to keep at
least two of the board on for a term of years, but as it is not, here
in this city, some way should be arranged so that such large abate-
ments need not be necessary. We have so far as possible, placed
the residence of every poll tax payer upon j^our inventory books.
This method can assist the tax collector very much in his work, if
he is disposed to benefit thereby. It involves a great deal of extra
labor, but the advantages to many besides the collector are suffic-
ient to warrant its continuance.
The use of street books to be preserved in the clerk's office is an-
other innovation which has been found to be an improvement and
will, we think be acceptable to our successors.
The work, to a certain extent, has been for the past year separ-
ated from that of the city clerk, to an advantage and should, in
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our judgement, be carried still further to the advantage of the city.
Respectfully submitted,
MOSES HODGDON,
W. A. BOOTHBY, } Assessors
To the People of Berlin and our Successor s:
Gentlemen:—I beg to submit to you a few lines in regard to
the present and future methods of assessments of taxes in the City
of Berlin.
The present Board of Assessors have in the past two years, tried
to establish a method which should correct many of the errors and
wrongs existing in the valuation and taxation of property in Berlin,
and have unflinchingly carried this method forward in all cases.
Yet there remains much to be done in the future, for with the
limited time to be used each year, new men to the work, and the
great amount of work required. It is impossible to get at a perfect
system without errors, at one step. So that there remains some
corrections to look to, in the coming year. First I would call
attention to the fact, that in some cases we find property valued too
high, some too low, and in a few instances not taxed at all.
In view of this, in the past year we prepared and kept a special
set of field books for the coming year, showing the location of each
piece of property, value and name of owner with many other notes
to help with the comparison of the property in the coining year;
and as valuation and taxation should aim at equality with these
books taken along in the field work, the assessors could locate at once
any piece of property and compare its valuation with other property
adjoining, noting if any changes had been made or if the property
had depreciated in value. All this would be done while looking at
the piece of property under discussion and not after returning to
the office and out ot sight of the property.
This method I think, would result in doing away with some of
the errors of inequality in valnation, omission and double taxation.
I would suggest that as far as possible each piece of property be
described and valued separately so that each can be compared by
itself, and that these field books be kept, and filed, so they can
be referred to in each subsequent years.
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For the past year the rate per $100, valuation was lowered some
small amount whieh would make but small change in amount of
individual taxes, but shows a decrease which is on the right side
and I think with careful management in all departments of the city
for the coming year the rate will remain the same if it is not
lowered some small amount.
Yours very truly,





Nunfber of Polls, 2,293 $ 229,300.00
Resident real estate 1, 134,092.00
Non-resident real estate 89,485.00
Horses, 496 13,370.00
Asses and mules, 1 35-co
Cows, 303 6,316.00
Other neat stock, 7 1 10.00
Sheep, 79 1 95.00
Hogs, 9 66.00
Carriages 2,1 29.00
Stock in banks and other corporations 6,000.00
Surplus capital of banking institutions 305.00
Money on hand at interest or on deposit 11,000.00
Stock in trade 304.125.00

























































INVENTORY OF CITY PROPERTY.
Real Estate.
Wheeler school house and lot $ 475.00
Brown " " " " 3,000.00
High " " " " io.coo.oo
Cole " " " " 5,000.00
Sessions " " " " 1 800.00
Marston " " " " 11,000.00
City building and lot 5,000.00
Hose house No. 1 500.00
" " No. 2 ^00.00
" No. 3 55^-oo
Shoe factory 16,000x0
Land in Narrows 1,000.00
"5°°
Personal Property.
Highway Inventor}* $ 1,972.75








Paid state of N. H $2,779.50
COUNTY TAX.
Appropriation $5,407.50
County of Coos $4,407.50




Berlin Mills Co., goods, Mrs. Peterson 75-oo
H. C. Johnson, rent, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 22.00
H.C.Johnson, groceries and rent, E.Anderson 3.50
O. Lambert, care C. Lamberts children 24.00
M. Lamoureux, groceries, J. Fortier 1 1 .97
Stewart Mackey, wood, Mrs. J. Carney G. Fournier 6.00
M. Lamoureux, groceries, G. Fortier 12.02
Stewart Mackey, wood, J. Carney 3.00
Hagan Hansen, labor, E.Anderson 1.50
Helium Estate, rent, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 4.50
H. C. Johnson, wood, P. Peterson 2.50
" flour, A.Hansen 4.75
A. Bergqvest, labor, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 8.00
M. Rasmassou, wood, E. Anderson 2.63
A. Parent, rent, J. Rouleau 20.00
C. Brooks, drugs, J. Carney 16.90
C. N. Hodgdon, coal, J. Carney 6.40
H. E. Smith, milk, " 1.71
H. S. Johnson, groceries, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 17,18
Helium Estate, rent, " " 4.50
Mrs. A. Anderson, labor, " " 10.00
F. L. Wilson, rent, J. Carney 19-75
Mrs. R. Chamberliu, rent, Mrs. Fournier 16.00
H. C. Johnson, groceries, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 17-7°
Wilson Pharmacy, drugs, J. Carney 45-So
O. Lambert, care C. Lamberts children 12.00
" " " 24.00
Helium Estate, rent, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 4.80
Mrs. R. N. Chamberliu, rent, Mrs. Fournier 8.00
C. N. Hodgdon, wood, J. Carney 1.50
Mrs. A. Anderson, labor, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 10.00
Mrs. A. Nichols, washing for Mrs. Fournier 2.50
F.A.Hamlin, milk, J. Carney 4.45
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H. C. Johnson, groceries, Mrs. M. G. Oleson $ 17.71
D. Peterson, work, M. G. Oleson 8.00
H. C. Johnson, goods, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 17.18
Berlin Mills Co., Mrs. P. Peterson 62.66
O. Lambert care of C. Lambert's children 12.00
P. W. McHugh, rent, Mrs. Joseph Morey 10,00
C. Tondreau, wood, H. Hamel 2.50
W. DeWolf, goods Mrs. John Carney 2r.68
C. Tondreau, rent H. Hamel 7.00
M. Erickson, labor, Mrs. M. G. Oleson....' 6.00
D. Peterson " " " " 4.00
H. C. Johnson, goods Mrs. M. G. Oleson 17.18
wood " " " 4.50
Helium estate, rent " " " 4.50
A. E. Parent, rent, Joseph Ronleau 20.00
C. Brooks, medicines, city physician . 30.25
O. Lambert, care of C. Lambert's children 12.00
H. C. Johnson, goods, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 17.18
P. W. McHugh, rent, H. Morey 10.00
Marie Erickson, labor, Mrs. M. G. Oleson S.00
H. C. Johnson, flour, " " " 5.00
Oliver Lambert, care C. Lambert's children 12.00
C. N. Hodgdon, wood, Mrs. Murray 2.25
J. H. Wight, advice regarding paupers 2.00
H. C. Johnson, goods, Mrs. M. G. Oleson I7-7I
" wood, " " " 4.00
M. Erickson, labor, " " " 8.00
Helium estate, rent, " " " 4-5°
" '• '' " " 4-So
P. McHugh, rent, Mrs. J. Morey 7-50
M. Lamoureux, goods, Mr. Morin 22.00
F. A. Lefebvre, meat, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 3.40
Marie Erickson, labor, " " " 8.00
H. C. Johnson, goods, " " " 17.71
C. Brooks, drugs city poor IO-35
O. Lambert, board of C. Lambert's children 24.00
A. Parent, rent Jos. Ronleau 15.00
Berlin Mills Co., goods Jos. Ronleau 3.00
Berlin Dry Goods Co., goods, Mrs. Nolan 2.95
Helium estate, rent, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 4*. 50
H. C.Johnson, groceries, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 22.16
Mrs. A. Anderson, labor, " " " 8.00
A. Parent, rent, J. Ronleau 15-00
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O. Lambert, care C. Lambert children $ 12.00
Mrs. A. Anderson, labor, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 8.00
Mrs. Jackson " " " 1.50
Helium estate, rent, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 4.50
H. C. Johnson, goods, " " " I7-7I
A. B. Forbush, salary 6 months 50.00
Berlin Mills Co., goods furnished ,.. 4.00
O. Lambert, care C. Lambert children 24.00
M. Lambert, goods, Mrs. L. Moriu 20.07
Mrs. Peter Anderson, labor, Mrs. M. G. Oleson 10.00
Helium estate, rent, " " " 4.50
H. C. Johnson, goods, " " " 17-77




Transferred from Salaries account 74 65
$224.65
W. A. Boothby, check list, March, 1899 15.00
Pay roll, Ward 3, March 14, 1899, 15.00
" 2, " 14,1899 15-00
H. M. Moffett, clerk, Ward 1, 4.00
J. R. Hannaford, meals, Ward 3, March 14, 1899 10.00
Berlin Mills Co., use of hall March 14, 1899 10.00
" " " " ' "November 1898, 10.00
Wm. W. Burlingame, clerk, ward 2, March 14, 1899. . .
.
4.00
W. J. Oleson, " " 3, " 14, 1899.... 4.00
Thomas Lyndon, rail in policy places 1.50
Mrs. Thomas Feeney, meals, Wards 1 and 2 March 14
1899 20.00
Joseph Lambert, supervisor 9.00
R. McGown, saw dust and barrels, Ward 1 1.25
E. J. Barney, printing ballots 17-50
Ed. Toussaint, supervisor of check list 9.00
George A. Porter, supervisor of check list 9.00
Jules Parent, election officers 3.00
J. B. Gilbert, supervisor 9.00
E. A. Burbank, booths, Ward 2 .75
Berlin Mills Co., " " 3 4.15
" " " " " 3, November 18, 1898 2.50
E. E. Pierce, supervisor 9.00
J. B. Langis, supervisor 9.00
H. L. Marston, ballot clerk, March 18, 1899 3.00
F. R. Oleson, supervisor, Ward 3 9.00
J. M. Lavin, supervisor 9.00
John B. Noyes, supervisor 9.00




Transferred from salaries 74-36
" " interest 481.82
13,556.18
Berlin E. L. Co., lights Hose Co. No. 2 $ 1.68
Berlin Mills Co., horse on hose wagon 10.00
Frank Witham, wood Hose Co. No. 1 4.00
John J. Bell, horse and man on hose wagon 24.00
Henry Oleson, on off time on account of injury at Berlin
Falls Fibre Co. fire 9.00
David Hazzard, on off time on account of injury at Ber-
lin Falls Fibre Co. fire 10.50
John Johnson, on off time on account of injury at Berlin
Falls Fibre Co. fire 10.50
Ernest Turner, on off time on account of injury at Ber-
lin Falls Fibre Co. fire 25.25
Martin Erickson, on off time on account of injury at
Berlin Falls Fibre Co. fire 21.00
George A. Porter, salary as chief, March, 1900 12.50
Herman Martinson, inspecting hydrants 36.00
Pay roll, firemen 12.00
George A. Porter, salary as chief, April 1899 12.50
Robert Snodgrass, repairs 5-79
Herman Martinson repair to h5'drants ^-S
O. W. Fernald & Co., teams 46.5°
Pay roll, Hose Co. No. 1, 3 months 264.60
" " 2, " 198.50
" " " " T,, " 223.00
George E. Kent, assistant engineer, 3 months 25.00
Pay roll, Hook and Ladder Co., No. 1, 3 months 161.25
George A. Porter, chief, 1 month, May 12.50
P. E. St. Laurent, teams 16.25
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F. L. Wilson, chemicals for fire alarms $ 29.96
Robert Snodgrass, tower on Hose House No. 3 28.00
J. J. Bell, teams 16.00
A. A. Fancy, wrenches, etc., 3.50
George A. Porter, salary, June 1899 12.50
O. W. Fernald, horse on hose wagon 8.00
Berlin E. L. Co., lights Hose House No. 1 .,.20
George A. Porter, salary month of July, 1899 12.50
A. R. Leighton, repairs to apparatus 3.75
Pay roll, Hose Company, No. 2 86.00
" " " " ' 3 96.00
" " " " ' 1 100.50
" " Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1 64.00
George A. Porter, salary, August, 1899 12.50
George E. Kent, salary, 3 months 25.00
Fred R. Oleson, salary, 6 months 50.00
Berlin Aqueduct Co., water, Hose house, No. 1 10.00
Berlin Mills Co., use of horse on Hose wagon 19.00
A. A. Fancy, repairs to Hook & Ladder 6.00
Anderson Bros., repairs to Hose house, No. 1 185.00
George A. Porter, salary, September, 1899 12.50
Berlin Electric Light Company, lights in Hose houses... 1.68
P. E. St Laurent, teams 11.00
John J. Bell, teams i°-75
Berlin Aqueduct Company, water in Hose house, No. I.. 3.50
George A. Porter, salary, October 1899 12.50
Payroll, Hose Company, No. 3 i^.^o
" " " " ' 2 124.00
'
1 I35-50
" " Hook & Ladder No. 1 84.00
George E. Kent, 3 months, salary 25.00
J. H. Coyle, harness for Hose wagons 80.50
Berlin Mills Company, teams 6.00
" " " " 11.00
Berlin Electric Light Company, lights in Hose houses.. .f 4
J. H. Johnson, banking Hose house No. 1 .50
J. H. Johnson, chimney, " " ' 1 4.70
Erick Erickson, banking " " ' 1 1.00
C.N.Johnson, " " " ' 1 3.75
Anton Nilson, stove " " ' 1 5.00
George A. Porter, salary, November, 1899 12.50
George A. Porter, salary 1 month 12.50
Berlin Electric Light Companj', water to Hose houses... 1.68
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Berlin Aqueduct Company, water in Hose house $ 7.00
O. W. Fernald, teams 10.00
j. H. Coyle, leather on nozzles 2.00
J.J. Bell, teams 8.00
F. R. Oleson, salary, 6 months 50.00
J. J. Bell, teams 8.00
A. R. Leighton, repairs 7.45
Berlin Mills Company, stove pipe, etc 15.80
J. C. West, wood 5.00
Gilbert & Parent, repairs and stove 16.15
Berlin Electric Light Company, lights in Hose houses... 6.75
John E. Hobbs, runners for Hose wagons 260.00
W. E. Duron, zinc for fire alarms 75-2o
Ruel McGown, trucking and freight 1.13
George A. Porter, salary 25.00
P. E. St. Laurent, teams 1300
Berlin Mills Co., labor and materials 5.88
" " " hose and nozzle 4.50
George Kent, salary 25.00
Pay roll, Hose Co., No. 2 101.50
" " 3 78.00
Berlin Mills Co., use of horse 5«oo
Pay roll Hook and Ladder Co., No., 1 54-oo
Pay roll, Hose Co., No. 1 121. 19
E. A. Hinchey, horse for hose company 26.00
Berlin Mills Co., wiring, etc., T3-5°
I 3.556i8
FRANCIS D. GREEN POST, G. A. R.
Appropriation #100.00
HYDRANTS.
Paid Joseph T. Chapman, quartermaster #100.00
Appropriation $ 2,10000
Transferred from salaries account 7 45
•f 2,10745
Berlin Aqueduct Company, 52 hydrants, July 1, 1899 to
January 1, 1900 1,04050
Berlin Aqueduct Company, repairs 645





Transferred from interest account 217 04
George F. Hill, fumigating
Fred Spencer, watching dump.
Cross & Lefebvre, groceries to A Metevie.
" " " H. Parent..,
W. A. Boothby, printing
Bert Brown, watching contagious cases ....
M. Laponte, labor on dump
Fred Spencer, labor for Board of Health ...
on dump
Mrs. Maggie Largay, labor, George Lewis.
Stewart Mackay, wood, D. Metevie
F. C. Robinson, asbestos disks
C. Brooks, drugs
A. Lemire, cleaning dump
J. L,. Oswell, posting scarlet fever notices.
Wilson pharmacy, chemicals
James Moffett looking after dump
J. L. Oswell, fumigating
A. B. Forbush, sanitary work
Fred Spencer, labor on dump
J. L. Oswell, fumigating
E. A. Burbank, soil pipe
James Moffett, care of dump
James Moffet, fumigating
#617 04
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John L,. Oswell, fumigating
ft 2 00
J. H. Wight, advice 3 00
William DeWolf, goods, order of Board of Health 9 70
James Moffet, 6 months salary 25 00
fumigating 8 00
Frank Brown, 6 months salary 25 00
John L. Oswell, 6 months salary 2500
John L. Oswell, fumigating 2 00
John L. Oswell, fumigating 600
Fred Spencer, watching contagious cases 6 25
C. Brooks, chemicals n 60
James Moffet, fumigating 800
James Moffett, care of dump 8 00
F. Guilmette, grading around schools 6 13
J. Castaguay, " " " 600
Fred Spencer, watching contagious cases 7 50
John L. Oswell, fumigating, etc 600
James Moffett, expenses to Concord 1650
James Moffett, care of dump 10 00
John L. Oswell, fumigating 800
James Moffett, " 1600
Dr. A.Cattellier, professional services 2000
James Moffet, 6 months salary 2500
Frank Brown, 6 months salary 25 00
John L. Oswell, 6 months salary 2500
John L. Oswell, fumigating 2 00
E. A. Burbank. connectiug J. Collin's house to sewer 1000
C. Brooks, alcohol 1 00
Wilson Pharmacy, chemicals 25 43
$61704
INTEREST ACCOUNT
Appropriation $ 7,000 00
E. Rousseau 1896 tax 3 °2
K. G. Streeter 1898 tax 3 H
Interest on sinking fund deposit 7°6 83
" " " " " 10500
Interest on Bond 22 50
Interest on sinking fund deposit 192 00
" " " " • ' 90 00
J. E. Gonya on 1898 and 1899 taxes 278 90
I 8.401.39
Berlin Savings Bank & Trust Co, town bond $ 1,000 00
" " " " ". interest on city note.
.
30000
" " " " ', interest on over draft 7 11
Littleton vSavings Bank, interest on $5,000, 4 per et 100 00
First National Bank, Portland, Me., interest on $9,000
bonds 180 00
Berlin Savings Bank & Trust Co., interest on $70,000
bonds i,575 00
Littleton Savings Bank, 29 70
" " " 70 00
Berlin National Bank 75 °°
" Savings Bank & Trust Co 112 50
Ltttleton Savings Bank, 55
" " " 270 00
Colebrook National Bank, interest on City notes 21 38
National Bank of Commonwealth, interest on $50,000
bonds due November, 4 per cent 1,000 00
First National Bank, Portland, Maine, interest on 9,000,
4 per cent., school bond 180 00
National Bank of Commonwealth, interest on $70,000, 41
2 per cent., bonds L575 °°
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Littleton Savings Bank, 6 months interest, $5000 note.
.
100 00
Colebrook Guaranty Savings Bank, 6 months interest,
$5,0000, August 8, to December 1, 1899 53 44
Colebrook Guaranty Savings Bank, 6 months interest,
$5, 000, note 12 days 58 33
Berlin National Bank, note No. 27 12400
Colebrook Guaranty Savings Bank, note No. 32 29 15
George E. Buck , old ' 'town note' ' 40 00
Littleton Savings Bank, note 6 months, at 4 per cent. . 70 00
Berliu National Bank, note No. 15 232 50




Wheeler & Woodward, Hose House No. 2 11-25
school houses 133 75
Win. W. Burlingarue, city building and hose houses 80 00
" " " hose house 2000
Wheeler & Woodward, school houses 22 50
Win. W. Burlingarue, shoe factory 5000
G. P. Bickford " " 37 50
Wheeler & Woodward, shoe factory and hose house 50 00
Transferred to lighting streets account 842
,




Transferred from city poor
" " insurance account.




48 arc lights 1 mo.
.
49 " and cluster
1 month
Berlin Electric Light Company, 49 arc lights and cluster
1 month







Appropriation $ 2,oco oo
Billiard hall licenses 5° oo
Miscellaneous licenses 16 oo
Peddlar's licenses 4000
Railroad tax 132 42
Shoe factory rent 1 00
Transferred from sewer account 8 41
" " insurance account 1 1 58
" " interest account 494 37
" " police court 3 12
Overdrawn 302 71
fe>°59 6l
Berlin Electrict Light Co., lightcity buildings $ 12 50
Win. W. Burlingame, expense and telegrams 1 50
M. Lamoureaux, oil for stove clerk's office 72
E. A. Bnrbank, pad lock 1 00
H. C. Wayland, record of births and deaths 1 50
D. J. McCabe, " " '" " 50
Berlin Electric Light Co., light city building, March 12 50
Thomas Lyndon, repairs shoe factory roof 3° 53
C. Brooks, coal city building 62 61
Berlin Electric Light Co., lights city building 1 mouth.. 12 50
C. Brooks, coal 7 28
J. A. C. Champagna, records of births and deaths 7 25
H. W. Johnson, " " " " " 1 00
Grand Trunk Railroad, land rental 3 00
D. A. Catellier, records of births and deaths 11 50
Wm. W. Burlingame returns of births and deaths 54 55
" desks, city clerk's office 1000
Berlin Electric Light Co., lights city building 12 50
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone city building.. 5 00
E. A. Burbank, repairs to lock , 20
Berlin Aqueduct Co., water city building 20 00
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Robert Snodgrass, repairs
Blanchard & Twitchell Co., land in "Narrows"
Berlin Electric Light Co., lights city building 2 mouths
J. A. C. Cuampagna, records of births and deaths
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone city building..
J. H. Wight, services of notices on G. T. R. R
" " professional services
J. A. C. Champagna, records of births and deaths
H.W.Johnson, '
Gilbert & Parent, broom and dustpan, city building
Berlin Electric Light Co., lights, city building
Northern Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone city clerk's building
Wm. W. Burlingame, report vital statistics
" " " recording dog license
Berlin Electic Light Co., wiring in city buildings
Berlin Electric Light Company, lights city building
S.N. Garmoe, returns of marriages
R. Kilpatrick, horse killed, order Mayor Noyes
Berlin Electric Light Company, lights, city building
New England Tel. and Tel. Co., telepoue, city building..
Dr. D J. McCabe, certificates of births and deaths
William W. Burlingame, returns of births, marriages
and deaths
J. A. C. Champagna, records of births and deaths
National Bank of Commonwealth, services paying
coupons
H. C. Wayland, records of births and deaths
Northern Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone, city building
E. A. Burba nk, cleaning boiler city building
C. N. Hodgdon, coal, city buildiug
William W. Burlingame, returns of births and deaths...
Berlin Electric Light Company, lights, city building
J. H. Wight, labor, Howard suit
J. H. Wight, notice to P. M. Lord
A. H. Eastman, recording deed Blanchard & Twitchell
Company 65
Grand Trunk Railroad Company, land rent shoe
factory siding 200
Berlin Brass Band, concerts for season, 1899 40000
St. Kieran's church, records of marriages 3 25
H. W. Johnson, records of births and deaths , 1 25
J. A. C. Champagna, records of births and deaths 2 75
N- E. Tel. &. Tel. Co , telephone, city building...... r ..., 2 00
10 61
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William W. Burlingame, returns of births, marriages
and deaths
William W. Burlingame, notices and postage
Berlin Electric Light Company, lights city building
Berlin Aqueduct Company, water, city building
EHas Hersey Roofing Company, roof on shoe factory
A. Lavallee, returns of births and deaths
H. W. Johnson, returns of births and deaths
H.W.Johnson, " " " " "
J.J.Cobb, " " " " "
William W. Burlingame, returnsof births, marriages and
deaths
Robert Snodgrass, repairs to city building
" shoe factory
Northern Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone city building
Chamberlin & Rich, professional service
E. A. Burbank, labor on shoe factory ..
Berlin Electric Light Co., lights city building
J. A. Hodgdon, lamps city building
E. A. Burbank, trip to Concord
C. S. Clark, material
Northern Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone city building
12 50
NEW STREETS.





George F. Rich, Agent, land damas.




Fines collected by librarian
Transferred from salaries account
DeWolf, Fiske & Co., books
Library bureau, tin trays, etc
card index cabinet and cards . .
Hattie E. Johnson, librarian, Feb. 15 to Apr. 1
Norman H. White, binding books
F. M. Clement, rent
Hattie E. Johnson, salary as librarian
DeWolf Fiske & Co., books
G. W, Gordon, sign
H. W. Johnson, books
DeWolf Fiske & Co., books
H. W. Johnson, stamped envelopes
Hattie L. Johnson, salary as librarian
E. J. Barney, numbering cards
DeWolf Fiske & Co., books
Hattie L. Johnson, salary as librarian
F. M. Clement, rent
Cerlin Electric Light Co., lights one month ..
Hattie L. Johnson, salary as librarian
DeWolf Fiske & Co., book
Child & DeGoll "
Hattie L. Johnson, salary as librarian
F. L. vSanders, binding books
Berlin Electric Co., lights in library
C. S. Clarke, materials
DeWolf Fiske & Co., books
George W. Gordon, glass
650 00
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Library bureau, 500 cards
Berlin Electric Light Co., lights 1 month..
Hattie L. Johnson, salary as librarian
F. M. Clement, rent
Dewolf Fish & Co., books
Hattie L. Johnson, salary one month
E. J. Barney, printing
Hattie L. Johnson, salary one month
DeWolf Fiske & Co., books
F. M. Clement, rent to June 1, 1901
Hattie L. Johnson, salary 1 1-2
F. M. Clement, 3 months rent
C. C. Gerrish & Co., materials
Berlin Electric Light Co., lights




Transferred from Police Court.
Fred N. Wheeler, conveying prisioners to jail.
Pay roll, policemen, February 15, to March. 1.
N. Morin, minors in city building
Mrs. W. Markley, meals for prisioners
Gilbert & Parent, Electric Eight globes
Holt & Walters, care of unknown bod}'
J. P. Dubey, Electric dark lights
A. St. Pierre, making towels for city building.
Pay roll, police officers, March, 1899
George S. Wilson, witness fees
P. E. St. Laurent, team
W. vS. Jenkins, meals for prisioners
A. Lavigne, assistance
Berlin Dry Goods Company, toweling
I. E. Mack & Company, stationery, etc
E- D. Brown, assistance
George F. Rich, police justice, 1 month
Robert Snodgrass, repairs
W. S Jenkins, meals for provisions
Ed. Lambert, assistance
Joseph Chainberlln, assistance
A. \. Fancy, making keys
J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants
Thomas Maguire, arresting tramp.
Pay roll, April 1899
John J. Bell, teams
E. A. Burbank, cleaning basin
James Alexander, police badge
C. S. Ciarke, revolver, etc
3,500 00
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Eugene Bean, assistance
J. F.Bell, assistance with teams
E. A. Burbank, assistance
Peter Goulett, assistance
Phillip Lapage, assistance
Joseph Lamontagne, witness fee
Fred Compagna " "
O. Grenier, " "
Joseph Duralle, " "
Joseph St. Dont, " "
Will Colomb, assistance
N. Couture, cleaning, city building
W. S. Jenkins, meals for prisoners
J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants .
W. H. Paine, " " "
Pay roll, May, 1899
E.J. Barney, printing notices
J.J.Bell, teams
A . Lavigne , assistance
F. N. Wheeler, conveying prisoners to jail
W. S.Jenkins, meals for prisoners
J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants
Pay roll, policemen, Juue 1899
J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants
Pay roll, July, 1899
Barboue & Shaw, meals for prisoners
Berlin Electric Eight Co., materials for dark lamps.
N. Couture, washing for city building .
Miscellaneous, assistance and transfer
J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants
County of Coos, board of prisoners at Lancaster Jail.
Pay roll, August 1899
W. A. Boothby, notices to dog owners
W. H. Sanborn, seven days labor
Eugene Bean, assistance
Peter Goulette , "
Robert Murphy, "
Barboue & Shaw, meals for prisoners
J. T. Youngcliss, services as dog killer
Louis Bembe, witness fees
J. J. Bell, teams
I 00
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J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants 11 00
J. T. Youngcliss, killing dogs 5 50
Gilbert & Parent, mattresses for cells 17 65
Pay roll, September 1899 350 65
Berlin Reporter, notices to dog owners 1 60
Barbone & Shaw, meals for prisoners 1 75
S. Bunnell, " " " 1 25
Geo. S. Wilson, money advanced for services 9 65
Eugene Bean, assistance 2 00
vS. E. Bunnell, meals for prisoners 1 25
Joseph Vancourt, witness fee 77
J. T. Youngcliss, expences to Lancaster with prisoner 4 20
N. Couture, cleaning city building 1000
Payroll, October 1899 339 52
F. X. Wheeler, conveying prisoner to jail 94 62
J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants 4500
Pay roll, Navomber 1899 348 75
S. E. Bunnell, meals for prisoners 5 75
Sam Lee, washing 25
I. E. Mack & Co., Ink etc 1 15
J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants 1900
J. T. Youngclias, killing dogs 3 00
" " " " 2 00
Peter Gagnon, witness fee 25
D. M. Kinnon, assistance 1 00
A.W.Walters, " 100
J. H. Wight, complaints and warrants 4 00
E. D. Cole, plating police badges 1 50
S. E. Bunuell, meals for prisoners 5 25
Pay roll, Policeman 344 75
Barney Gunn, witness fee 77
J.J. Bell, teams 1 50
F. N. Wheeler, conveying prisoners to jail 105 75
J. T. Youngcliss, collecting 1895 taxes 1000
Pay roll, policeman 346 38
S. E. Bunnell, meals for prisoners 3 00
A. Lavigne, assistance 1 00
C. C. Gerrish & Co., oil and crackers 1 57
C. S. Clark, repair to revolvers 1 50
J. A Hodgdon, Pails, etc 96
S. E. Bunnell, meals for prisoners 1 00
Geo. S. Wilson, trip to Colebrook 8 00
G. A. Black, assistance I 00
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C. Mahern, Assistance
Pay Roll, 1-2 month
J. T. Youngcliss, killing 3 dogs
I
PRINTING AND STATIONERY.
Appropriation $ 350 00
Transferred from salaries account 21 01
W. F. Andrus, publishing notices
W. A. Boothby, " " '
W. F. Andrus, " resolutions No. 21-22
W. A. Boothby, printing
C. S. Clarke, tracing paper
E. J. Barney, printing
E. C. Eastman, tax collector book
C. S. Clarke, stationery
Berlin Reporter, publishing notices
W. A. Boothby, balance due on city reports, 18
C. J3. Clarke, stationery
Wm. W. Burlingame, box of pens
E. C. Eastman, tax collector book
E. J Barney, letter heads city engineer
A. E. Bean, stamped envelopes
W. A. Boothby, printing
W. A. Boothby. city treasurer letter heads . . .
.
E. L. Sanders, inventory books
C. S. Clarke, materials city clerk's office
E. J. Barney, 250 order blanks
W. E. Andrus, notice
14 00
REPAIRS TO SCHOOL BUILDINGS.
Apppropriatiou
Transferred from salaries account
Berlin Mills Co., paint, etc
Robert Snodgrass, shingling high school
Thos. Lyndon, labor and materials
Robert Snodgrass, labor and materials west side
Berlin Mills Co., material and labor
500 00
SCHOOLS
Appropriation $ 8 500 co
Dog licenses 185 00
C. P. Kimball, error in pay roll 19 48
Literary fund 419 52
Savings Bank Tax 1 , 1 43 47
Transferred from salaries account 14 $0
5io,28i 77
C.P.Kimball salary 3 months •?
Isaac Aubiu, salary janitor 1 mouth
Pay roll teachers
A. G. Mason, ink, paper, etc
Isaac Aubiu, janitor 1 month
Gilbert & Parent, lock, toilet paper, etc
E. D. Cole, haugiug clock
C. N. Hodgdon, coal :
Eddie Davis, jaintor
Pay roll, teachers, month of March
C. N. Hodgdon, coal and wood
Payroll, teachers, April 1899
Ellen Muzzy, enameled cloth
E. E. Babb & Co., school materials
Isaac Aubin, janitor 1 mouth
C. P. Kimball, express
M. P. Gallagher, tuniug piano
H. W. Johnson, express, etc
Miss A. G. Mason, freight
Howard & Brown, diplomas
C. N. Hodgdon, coal
Isaac Aubin, janitor May 1899
Pay roll, teachers, May 1899
Berlin Mills Co., glass
25 CO
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W . J . S toffon 1 , wood
H. G. Dibble, pictures and frames
C . N. Hodgdon , wood
W. A. Boothby, printing
E.J. Barney, "
Pa}- roll, teachers
Wilso Pharmacy , thermometer
C. P. Kimball, trucking
Berlin Aqueduct Company, water, Marston school





E. J. Barney, printing
C. P. Kimball, musie, graduating class
" " graduating class exercise
Isaac Aubin, janitor, i month
E. A. Bnrbank, valve, etc
E- A. Steadv, enumerating names of scholars
Isaac Aubin, janitor, 1 month
A. E. Bean, stamped envelopes
H. W. Johnson, money advanced




Isaac Aubin, janitor, i month
White River Pape Company, toilet paper
Robert Snodgrass, entry seats, Marston school
Isaac Aubin, janitor i month
Payroll, teachers i month
W. J. Stafford, wood
Simon Stahl, coal
Frank Witham, repairs to Wheeler school
C. P. Kimball, 6 - \onth salary
Pay roll, teache:., i month
E.J. Barney, printing
Berlin Mills Co., materials
E. C. Muzzy, "
G. W. Gordon, blackboard dressing
Isaac Aubin, Janitor I month
Whitcomb Bros, clocks, etc




C. C. Gerrish & Company, materials
W. J. Stafford, wood
Pay roll, teachers i month
Berlin Electric Light Company, materials and labor
Gilbert & Parent, brooms, etc
R. McGown, freight and truckage
Isaac Aubin, Janitor i month
Sara G. Smith, mate-rials
Pay roll, teachers





H. W.Johnson, money advanced
Isaac Aubin, Janitor i month
Adelbert York, ch; ats
E. C. Muzzy, supplies
M. Pamoureaux, oil
J. Dresser, conveying scholars .•
Berlin Mills Company, materials
Pay roil, tcactiers
Isaac Aubin, Janitor to February i, iqoo
C. C. Gerrish ^c Company, table
PI. W. Johnson, freight
x Withani, wood
C. S. Clarke,
IP W. Johnson, express
E. J. Barney, printing
Isaac Aubin, janitor to Feb. i&", 1900 -
White River Paper Co., paper
Pay roll, teachers one half mouth
Gilbert & Parent, supplies
C. P. Kimball, freight
W. P. Andrus, notice in paper
Berlin Mills Co., materials
C. P. Kimball, 6 mouths salarv
SCHOOL BOND.
Appropriation $ i ,000 o°




E. E. Babb & company, books ,
J. E- Hammett & company, paper
J. L- Hammett & company, paper, etc
Silver Burdett & company, song service,
C. S. Clarke, pens
J. L. Hammett & paper, etc.,
Ginn & Company, books
C, E. Summer, Chamber's Encyclopedjr
E, E. Babb & Company, Ink
F. H. Brown & Company, globe and case
American Book Company, books
C. P. Kimball, freight and books
H. W. Johnson, " " "
Ginn & Company, books
J. L. Hanmiet & Company, paper, etc
E. E. Babb & Company, primmers, etc
J. L. Hammett & Company, rules, blanks, etc
E. E. Babb & Company, books
H. W. Johnson, freight on books
Rand, McNally & Company, "
D. C. Heath & Company, "
Sitser Burdett & Company, "
E. E. Babb & company, books
Nellie E. Muzzy, materials ,
Ginn & company, books...;
Ina C. Holt, express on books
J. L. Hammett & company, paper, etc
books
$ 750 00
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E. J. Barney, roo pounds paper and cutting..
Ginn & company, books
Silver, Burdett & company, music books
W. A. Boothby, printing
Houghton, Mifflin & company, books
E. E. Babb & company "
" " " ink
F. H. Carter & company, books




J. F Bell, use of team 3.63
Jeremiah Coffey, salary as sewer commissioner 21. S8
Pay roll, men 4-75
H. A. Burbank, soil pipe 6.20
Pay roll, men 130.08
" teams 10.50
Jeremiah Coffey, salary as sewer commissioner 6.25
Gilbert & Parent, materials 73-°9
A. A. Fancy, blacksmithing 8.70
Gilbert & Parent, pipe, etc., 18.92
Berlin Mills Co., materials 8.08
Pay roll, teams 16.00
W. A. Boothby, printing notices 6.00
Pay roll, men 63.99
Jermiah Coffey, salary as sewer commissioner.... 6.25
Pay roll, teams , 22.75
men . 273.74
Hecla Powder Co., dynamite, etc., I5-00
Simon Stahl, coal for fire 75
Gilbert & Parent, iron sewer pipe 357- T 4
A. A. Fancy, repairs to tools 1.85
" 6.26
E. A. Burkank, pick handles, etc., 9,07
Jeremiah Coffey, salary sewer commissioner 6.25
J. H. Wight, letter to J. D. Lary 1.00
Jeremiah Coffey, salary sewer commissioner 6.25
Pay roll, men 448.75
" teams 37 63
Gilbert & Parent, pipes, etc., 63.40
Hecla Powder Co., dynamite 117.30
Paj- roll, teams 3325
'•' men 424.12
Jeremiah Coffey, salary street commissioner 6.25
l6o CITY OF BERLIN.
Charles Jolbert, cement, etc., 30.10
J. B. Gendron, repair to tools 18.30
Berlin Aqueduct Co , length inch pipe 12.69
A. A. Fancy, repairing tools 2.00
E. A. Burbank, cement, pipes, etc., 87.55
J. B. Gendron. repair tools 7.68
Gilbert & Parent, tools, etc., 36.24
Payroll, men 210.81
' • teams 20.65
J. B. Gendron, repair to tools 9.15
Jeremiah Coffey, salary sewer commissioner 6.25
6.25
A. R. Leighton, sharpening drills \ 3.75
J. Coffey, salary to February 15, 1900 3.12
" " " 1, 1900 6.25
L. Roderick, use of battery 5.00
Berlin Mills Co., materials 1.20
Transferred to streets 309.52
" " miscellaneous 8.41
STREETS AND SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation
Received from Jeremiah Coffey, for waste
Transferred from new streets accounts
" '" sewers account
Gilbert & Parent, hammer handles, etc
Pay roll, men month of March-February
'
' teams mouth of " "
Mrs. H. Fernald, gravel
A. J. Howard, breaking roads
Pay roll, teams, April-March
" men, " "
A. A. Fancy, repairs to tools
P
A
rauk Whitham, breaking roads
Pay roll, men, month of April
'
' teams ,
N. W. Bean, plowing roads
Jeremiah Coffey, salary as street commissioner 2 1-2 mo.




W. L. Evans, scraping and painting Mason St. bridge.
.
C. LaCrosse, breaking roads
J. Vachou, labor on streets
J. Sheridan, trucking
E. A. Burbauk, materials and labor
W. Armstrong, trucking
R. Kilpatrick
E. A. Burbank, materials
J. H. Wight, making contracts
Berlin Mills Co., lumber
Gilbert & Parent, materials
John J. Bell, teams
Pay roll, men for June 1899
"' teams " "
E. A. Burbank, pipe, etc
$ 5,500 00
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Geo. E. Oswell, labor on streets 27 50
Berlin Mills Co., materials 94 07
Lowe & Findal, blacksmithing 12 78
Jeremiah Coffey, salary 50 00
J. M. Monahan, concreting 130 00
Ed. Hamel, breaking roads, etc 15 94
A. A. Fancy, blacksmithing 24 70
Gilbert & Parent, materials 19 37
Berlin Aqueduct company, pipe, labor, water for crusher 5 00
A. A. Fancy, blacksmithing 6 50
Berlin Aqueduct company, moving hydrants, etc 53 31
Burgess Sulphite Fibre compaii}- coal ashes 30 00
Chales Jolbert, cement 14 13
Hecla Powder company, fuse, etc 9 5°
Pay roll men for July 183 07
" " teams 163 10
Berlin Mills Co., material 25 36
Simon Stall 1, coal 21 57
Berlin Mills Co., materials 14 87
A. D. Lawrence, fuse 35
L, Susir, labor 1200
A. R. Leighton, repair to tools 12 83
Robert Snodgrass, repairing bridges 18 77
G. M. Blake, lanterns on road 3 80
E. M . Cross, repairs to tools 42 85
E. Nolet, labor 1 25
B. Kelley, " 28 20
Jeremiah Coffey, salary one month, July 50 00
E. A. Burbank, materials 14 53
Pay roll, teams August 1899 156 80
'
' men " " 206 28
W. Sanborn, labor in grade pit 6 26
F. Witham, " with team 14 00
F. Witham, repairs to road 22 75
gravel 455
A. A . Fanc3T , repair to tools 3 30
" " " 864
Jeremiah Coffey, salary for August 50 00
E. A. Burbank, repairing closet in city building 75
" " " pipe, etc 2 .,9
Gilbert & Parent, nails, etc 6 97
" " " " " 178
E. M. Cross, iron castings 13 13
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J. H. Dyer, labor with team 23 85
Mrs. C. E. Green, gravel 1 05
J. B. Mcintosh, labor on crusher 1 25
Pay roll, teams September 64 75
Jeremiah Coffey, salary for September 50 00
Berlin Mills Company, materials 54 83
Robert Snodgrass, labor on bridge 3 35
Gilbert & Parent, sholels, picks, etc 4 38
Berlin Mills Company, lumber 39 60
Pay roll, No. 2, men September 17 55
" " " "teams " 1225
Jerdmiah Coffey, salery for October 1899 5000
Eli Francour, painting fence 3 00
Simon Stahl, coal for crusher 6 63
J. M. Monahan, concrete sidewalk 135 05
Burgess Sulphite Pibre Company, cinders 95 00
E. M. Cross, castings 2081
Berlin Mills Company, lumber 5050
Pay roll, men for October 1899 109 98
" " teams " " 9625
Berlin Aqueduct Co., water for crusher 5 38
H. L. Stieufeld, curbing for sidewalk 5 00
Mackey & Twombly, repair to wagon damaged 11 25
Jeremiah Coffey, salary for November 50 00
J. R. Home, gravel 3 70
Dan Daley " 3 50
G. T. R. R.. five cars of cinders 10 00
E. A. Burbank, materials 202
C. S. Clarke, time books 2 50
Green Aqueduct and Land company, gravel 7 80
Gilbert & Parent, nails 3 79
A. A. Fancy, repairs 4 75
Howard Dyer, sand 1 10
Frank Witham, " 90
Jason Woodward, gravel 12 80
J. B. Gehdron, repairs to tools 6 06
J. A. Hodgdon, schools, etc 9 12
Pay roll, men for November 1899 96 35
John Moore, gravel 13 75
Pay roll, teams November 1899 86 60
J. Coffey, one month salary 5000
F. L. McGivnej', shingling roof to crusher 4 50
Rev. E. Mackey, sand for sidewTalks 1500
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Pay roll, teams
" men
Mrs. C. E. Green, gravel
Berlin Mills Co., delivering cinders
Gilbert & Parent nails, etc
A. Howard, damage to horse
Pay roll , men
men
Gilbert & Parent, materials
J. R Horn, land
J. Coffe)', salary to February 1, 1900
15. i9°o
S. Paine, use of plow
J. F. Lubee, cups for crusher
Mackey & Twombley, labor with team
A. A. Fancy, supplies
Jeremiah Coffey, teams ,
" " men
B. A. Burbank, materials





William W. Burlingame, city clerk, April 15 to may 15,
1899 .$ 1667
Geo. A Porter, drawing juriors 300
Edward Toussaint, " " 300
W. H. Paine, city solicitor 20 16
William W. Burlingame, city clerk May 15, to June 15,
1899 16 67
J. B. Langis, drawing jurors 6 00
J. B. Gilbert, 300
E. E. Pierce, 600
George F. Rich, police judge, 33 33
Jeremiah Coffey, street commissioner 50 00
J. C. West, salary as assessor 75 00
C. B. Gifford, city engineer 15 00
George F. Rich, police justice 33 33
W. J. Oleson, drawing jurors 6 00
N. G. Cram, city auditor 4 months 16 67
Williain W. Burlingame, city clerk 1 month 16 67
" " " fees on dog licenses 720
" " " returns of vital statistics 405
W. A. Boothby, assessor ward 2 75 00
William W. Burlingame, city clerk 1 month 16 67
City Assessors, clerk hire, etc 150 00
J. E. Gonya, tax collector on account 100 00
C. B. Gifford, city engineer 5 25
C. B. Gifford, city engineer 22 75
H. W. Johnson, board of education 25 00
Geo. F. Rich, justice of police court 33 33
J. T. Youngcliss, dog killer 7 00
John B. Noyes, mayor ... 100 00
Fred R. Oleson, drawing jurors 600
C. B. Gifford, city enigneer 15 25
12 25
Geo. F. Rich, police justice 33 33
Moses Hodgdon, assessor, ward 1, 75 00
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Win. W. Burlingame, city clerk
A. Lavallee, city physician 6 months
C. B. Gifford, city engineer
E. E. Pierce, drawing jurors
Win. W. Burlingame, city clerk ) month.
George F. Rich, police justice i month ..
16 67
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J. J. Cobb, Board of Education
W. H. Paine, city solicitor
John B. Noyes, Mayor
C. B. Gifford, city engineer




printiug and stationery ,






Deposited in Berlin National Bank $6,000 00
SPRINKLING STREETS.
Transferred from Police Court $353 85
S. T. Bickford, team and men 1 month
Berlin Aqueduct Company, water for season
vS. T. Bickford, 1 month
for month of August
" " " " September






To His Hono) the Mayor, and the City Council of the C ity of
Berlin:
Gentlemen: I have the honor to submit the third annual re-
port of the Treasurer of the City of Berlin for the fiscal year ending
February 15, 1900.
Receipts.
Taxes 1899 $ 55,11896
1898 9.973 6o




Police court 8,375 92
Savings Bank tax 1,14347
Literary fund 419 52
Railroad tax 13242
Dog licenses 185 00
Peddlar's licenses 40 00
Show " 1600
Billiard " 5000
Shoe factory rent . 1 00
Interest taxes 1899 45 42
"
;« i8cs 23398
" sinking fund l.°93 83
" city bond 22 50
" N. K. Streeter taxes 1897 314
" Elzear Rousseau taxes 1896 302
Notes 32,660 00
Library fines 25 00
C. P. Kimball, error on pay roll 1948
Street waste, 200,
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K. G. Streeter taxes 1897 26 20
Klzear Rosseau " R96 2100
Total $ 110,32851
Disbursements.
Notes $ 40,560 00
Schools 1 ,000 00
Interest 7,208 66
Lighting streets 2,443 94
Streets 6,789 69
Salaries 2,726 75
School books 787 56
Sewers 2,682 07
New highways 521 83
Public library 698 54
Francis D. Green Post G. A. R 100 00
State tax 2,779 5°
County tax 5407 5°
Sinking fund 6,000 00
Hydrants 2,107 45
City poor i,i-r4 48
Sprinkliug streets 353 85
Police department 5.407 32
Fire " 3.556 18
Sanitary " 61704
Election expenses 224 65
Schools 10,281 77
Miscellaneous 3>°59 6l
Printing and Stationery.... 37 1 OI
Insurance 4°5 °°
Bill of 1898 1,00842
Repair school buildings 52088
Tax sales 1898 134 3°
Bills of 1897 103 21
Overdraft Berlin Savings Bank Feb. 15, 1899 107 02
Balance Berlin Nat. Bank Feb. 15, 1900 1,25078
Total $ 110,32851
1897 BILLS.
Transferred from Police Court $ 103 21
Berlin Mills Company, wire, etc 183
" " " hose and labor 1470
" " " for street department 86 68
$ 103 21
J 898 BILLS.
Transferred from Police Court $ 1,008 42
Berlin Mills Company, supplies for street department.. •? 393 32
Burgess Sulphite Fibre Company, coal ashes for streets 84 50
" " " " pipe for streats 900
' " " " ashes for streets 18 75
" " " " " " " 49 00
" " " " " " " 70 00
Berlin Mills Company, sewer pipe 59 00
E. A. Burbank, snow showels 2 30
" " pipe 3 25
Berlin Mills Company, paint for shoe factory 1 25
" " " picketts, etc 93 °5
H. F. Marston, balance on 1898 salary 100 00
A. Lavallee, " " " " 125 00
$ 1,00842
REPORT OF FINANCE COMMITTEE.
Berlin, N. H., February 15th, 1900.
To the City Council :—
The books of the City Treasurer have been examined and
compared with those of the City Clerk by your committee on the
finance and all accounts are found to be correctly kept with proper
vouchers on file for all payments. The sources from which the in.
come of the past year has been derived have also been examined
and the Treasurer has charged himself with the amount received,
and has made a correct statement of the same in detail.
The balance of cash in the hands of the Treasurer is twelve
hundrod rnd fifty dollars and seventy-eight cents (11250,78.) The
Treasurer's report is annexed to and made a part of this report as
required by Section 1, of the City Ordinances, we herewith submit
an estimate of the amount of money necessary to be raised for the
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School Books,
174 CITY OF BERLIN.
Recapitulation.
Net Indebtedness, February 15, 1899 $ 130,31563
1897, debts not reported, February 15, 1899 103 21
1898, debts not reported, February 15, 1899 1,008 42
Actual Indebtedness, February 15, 1969 $131,427 26
Net Indebtedness, February 15,1900 112,53365
Decrease of debt $18,893 61
Respectfully submitted,
Wieliam W. BUREINGAME, City Clerk.
BILLS PAYABLE.
Balance due Feb. 15, 1899, $ 39,06000
NOTES GIVEN DURING YEAR.
Note No. 24, $ 4,000 00
" "
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT. /0
BALANCE NOTES OUTSTANDING FEBRUARY I5TH, igOO AS FOLLOWS :
$ 31,160 OO.
Note No. 2i, I 5,00000
" 22, 3,50000
" 24, 4,00000











BERLIN, N. H. February 15, 1900.
2o the City Council:
I have carefully examined the accounts of the several officers
for the year ending February 15th, 1900, and find the same correctly
kept and properly vouched for. The changes I made last year in
method of keeping the books have been continued this year.
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